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University of New Hampshire, September, 2009 
I develop the theory of Kadison-Singer algebras, introduced recently by Ge and Yuan. I 
prove basic structure theorems, construct several new examples and explore connections to 
other areas of operator algebras. In chapter 1, I survey those aspects of the theory of non-
selfadjoint algebras that are relevant to this work. In chapter 2, I define Kadison-Singer 
algebras and give different proofs of results of Ge-Yuan, which will be further extended 
in the last chapter. In chapter 3, I analyse in detail a class of elementary Kadison-Singer 
algebras that contain H°° and describe their lattices of projections. In chapter 4, I use ideas 
from free probability theory to construct Kadison-Singer algebras with core the free group 
factors L(Fr) for r < 2. I then introduce two constructions that yield new Kadison-Singer 
algebras - The maximal join and the minimal join. In chapter 5, I analyse tensor products 
of Kadison-Singer algebras, showing that they are never Kadison-Singer. I then show how 
under certain conditions, one may construct a Kadison-Singer algebra with core the tensor 
product of the core of two given Kadison-Singer algebras. 
vi 
CHAPTER 1 
NON-SELFADJOINT OPERATOR ALGEBRAS 
Given an operator T, a subspace K is invariant for T if T maps K. into itself. Invariant 
subspaces determine triangular representations for an operator and if P is the orthogonal 
projection onto an invariant subspace for T, we have that (/ — P)TP = 0. For operators 
on a finite dimensional vector space, we have a maximal nest of invariant subspaces, but 
it is unknown if every operator on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space has even a single 
invariant subspace. 
The invariant subspace problem has been extensively studied, as have more general and 
more special versions of the problem. There are operators on Banach spaces that do not 
have invariant subspaces and large classes of operators on Hilbert spaces do have invariant 
subspaces. A weakening of the invariant subspace problem, the Transitive algebra problem 
asks if there are weak operator closed algebras other than B(H) that do not have common 
invariant subspaces. These two problems have inspired much research into the theory of 
operator algebras that are not closed under the adjoint operation, the so called non-self 
adjoint algebras. 
Two fundamental notions in the theory of non-selfadjoint algebras are those of Alg and 
Lat. Let £ be a set of orthogonal projections in B(H). Define Alg(£) = {T € B(H) : TP = 
PTP, for all P € £}. We have that Alg(£) is a weak-operator closed subalgebra of B(H). 
At times, to avoid confusion, we will denote Alg(£) by Algw(£) Similarly, for a subset S of 
B{H), define Lat(<S) = {P € B{H) : P a projection, and PTP = TP, for all T G S). Then 
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Lat(<S) is a strong-operator closed lattice of projections. An algebra A C B(H) is called 
a reflexive operator algebra if Alg(Lat(v4)) = A. Similarly, a lattice £ is called a reflexive 
lattice if Lat(Alg(£)) = £. 
The study of non-self adjoint algebras, as a separate mathematical theory was initiated 
by Kadison and Singer in 1960 with their study of Triangular algebras. Given a Hilbert space 
H and a maximal abelian self-adjoint algebra(masa) A, they called an algebra 21 C B(H) 
triangular if 21 n (21)* = A. The masa A was denoted the diagonal of 21. 
Information on the strucutre of the triangular algebra can be gleaned by looking at the 
lattice of invariant projections of the algebra, all of which lie in the diagonal. The weak 
operator closed algebra generated by these projections is called the core of the algebra 
21. The core can be trivial, i.e., with the only invariant projections {0J}, in which case 
the triangular algebra is called irreducible. The core, in certain cases, can also be equal 
to the diagonal, in which case, the triangular algebra is called hyperreducible. A simple 
Zorn's lemma argument shows that triangular algebras are contained in maximal triangular 
algebras and further, a result of Arveson from [1] shows that hyperreducible triangular 
algebras are contained in maximal hyperreducible triangular algebras. Kadison and Singer 
argued that parallel to masas giving bases of the Hilbert space H, maximal hyperreducible 
triangular algebras corresponded to ordered bases for the Hilbert space. 
The lattices of invariant projections of maximal triangular algebras are totally ordered 
(by inclusion) and closed in the strong operator topology. A nest is a complete chain of 
subspaces, which is equivalent to the collection of projections onto elements in the nest 
being totally ordered and closed in the strong operator toplogy. We will abuse notation 
and use the term nest to refer both to a collection of subspaces as above and a collection 
of projections as above. 
In their paper, Kadison and Singer were able to classify all hyperreducible maximal 
triangular algebras by the structure of their lattice of invariant subspaces. 
Theorem 1.0.1. (Kadison-Singer,[15j) Let v be a finite regular Borel measure on [0,1] with 
i/({0}) = 0. The set {Pt = Mx[0it), Pt+ = Mx[o,t\} is a maximal nest £o in B(L2(\0, \],du). 
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Any multiplicity 1 nest is unitarily equivalent to one such. 
In 1966, Ringrose generalized the class of hyperreducible maximal triangular alge-
bras by introducing the class of nest algebras. As mentioned above, nest is a chain of 
closed subspaces of a Hilbert space Ti containing {0} and H, which is closed under (arbi-
trary)intersection and closed union. For any closed subspace TV of H, let P(N) denote the 
orthogonal projection onto N. Given a nest Af, the set £ = {P(N) : N G A/"} is a totally 
ordered(in the natural ordering in B(H)) lattice of projections containing 0, / and closed 
in the strong-operator topology. Ringrose[27] showed that £ is a reflexive lattice. Alg(£) 
is called the associated nest algebra. 
A more general class of lattices is the class of the so called commutative subspace lat-
tices. A commutative subspace lattice is a collection of closed subspaces of 7i, closed under 
(arbitrary)intersection and closed union, containing {0} and H and such that the projec-
tions onto any two elements in the collection commute. If £ is the collection of projections 
onto elements of a commutative subspace lattice, then a result of Arveson[l] says that £ 
is a reflexive lattice. Alg(£) is called the associated commutative subspace lattice(CSL) 
algebra. Nest and CSL algebra are formally the simplest non-selfadjoint algebras and have 
been studied very extensively. 
In this thesis, one of our key goals is to relate non-selfadjoint and self-adjoint algebras. 
A very natural way of doing this is the following: Minimal generating sets of projections in 
von Neumann algebras should correspond to maximal triangular non-selfadjoint algebras. 
The focus on projections is natural and has an extensive predigree. In the 30's, in a series 
of famous papers, von Neumann made an extensive study of continuous geometries, von 
Neumann started with the space of all projections in a matrix algebra and sought infinite 
dimensional analogues, in a manner parallel to the passage from type / factors to type II\ 
factors. Continuous geometries in the sense of von Neumann were lattices of projections 
that satisfied among others, a complementation condition and a modularity condition, von 
Neumann was able to show that these axioms could be used to extract a dimension function 
on these continuous geometries. The lattice of all projections in a finite von Neumann 
3 
algebra are an example of a continuous geometry. Minimal generating sets of projections 
can be viewed as generators of continuous geometries. 
In the case of nest and CSL algebras, the generating sets of projections of the core 
are commutative and in particular distributive. Distributive lattices of projections are the 
simplest possible lattices of projections and their analysis is straightforward. Under mild 
conditions, these lattices are reflexive and the algebra of invariant operators contain abun-
dantly many finite rank operators. The analysis of the invariant algebras is fundamentally 
related to the problem of spectral synthesis in classical Harmonic analysis. When one passes 
to cores that are not abelian, it is very hard to find minimal generating lattices that are 
non-distributive. The analysis requires very different tools, ideas from the theory of von 




Ge and Yuan, in [8] introduced the class of Kadison-Singer algebras. These are maximal 
reflexive algebras containing a prescribed von Neumann algebra as diagonal. There were 
several motivations for the work. The first motivation was to seek a generalization of 
triangular algebras as has been mentioned in the introduction. One well known prior 
generalization was due to Muhly, Saito and Solel. These authors studied triangular algebras 
within a von Neumann algebra in the following way. Given a von Neumann algebra 9JI and 
a maximal abelian subalgebra A, an algebra 21 C SDTis said to be triangular if 
21 n (21)* = A 
We now give the definition of a Kadison-Singer algebra, note the duality between alge-
bras and lattices and prove a basic proposition that the lattices of invariant projections of 
Kadison-Singer algebra have some nice properties. 
Defini t ion 2 .0 .1 . Given a von Neumann subalgebra 9JI of B(H), where H is a separable 
Hilbert space, an algebra 21, 9JT C 21 C B(7i) is Kadison-Singer with diagonal OJl if 
1. 21H21* =<m 
2. 21 is reflexive. 
3. 21 is maximal with respect to 1 and 2. 
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The lattice of invariant projections of a Kadison-Singer algebra(from now on denoted 
KS algebra) corresponds to a minimal generating lattice of the commutant of the diagonal 
algebra, which is a von Neumann algebra. We formalize this notion. 
Definition 2.0.2. Given a von Neumann subalgebra 9Jt of B(7i), where "H is a separable 
Hilbert space, a lattice £ in 3H is a Kadison-Singer latticeffrom now on denoted KS lattice) 
for 9Jt if 
i. (£)" = an 
2. £ is a reflexive lattice. 
3. £ is minimal with respect to 1 and 2. 
The reflexivity of a lattice of projections in a (von Neumann)algebra is a notion that de-
pends upon the particular representation we choose. The following theorem shows, however, 
that when OH is a factor, we may speak of KS lattices without reference to a representation. 
By the representation of a von Neumann algebra, we will mean a normal * preserving in-
jective homomorphism. Recall the following fundamental fact about representations of von 
Neumann algebras[30, Theorem IV.5.5]. 
Theorem 2.0.2. Let 9Jt C B(H) be a von Neumann algebra and let IT : 9Jt —» B{KL) be a 
representation. Then, there is a Hilbert space K and a projection Pw in B(H ® K) such that 
Pn commutes with OT <g> / C BiJH. ® K.) and TT is unitarily equivalent to the representation 
m -» PnB(H ® JC)P„ given by T -> Pn(T ® / ) . 
Thus, any representation can be derived from the given imbedding through an amplifi-
cation and then, a cut down using a projection in the commutant. This allows us to prove 
the following theorem, 
Theorem 2.0.3. Let DJt C B(H) be a von Neumann algebra and let £ C 9Jt C B(H) be a 
KS lattice for 9JI. Then, for any other faithful representation n : DJl —> B{K-), 7r(£) is a KS 
lattice in B{K). 
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Proof. Let Hi be a Hilbert space and consider the representation n : OT —» B{Ti®H\) given 
by Tr(-) = Tr(-) <S> /« ! • A simple calculation gives us that 
Lat(Alg((7r ® / ) (£) ) ) = Lat(Alg(7r(£)) ® / W l 
and thus, (7r <8> / ) (£ ) is reflexive if and only if 7r(£) is. Thus, the reflexivity(or the abscence 
of reflexivity) of £ is not changed under dilations of representations. 
Next, let P be a projection in 7r(93t) , such that the map from 7r(S0T) —> P7r(OT) given 
by n(x) —> Pn(x) for x G 9JI is faithful. Consider the representation n = TT | p ^ . Another 
simple calculation gives us that 
PLat(Algw(7r(£))) = Lat(Alg p w(7ri(£))) 
Thus, 7ri(£) is reflexive if and only if 7r(£) is. Therefore, the reflexivity(or the abscence 
of reflexivity) of £ is not changed under the compression of representations. 
Thus, the reflexivity of a lattice in a von Neumann algebra does not depend upon the 
particular faithful representation chosen. And since the property that a subset generates a 
von Neumann algebra is representation independent, the theorem follows. • 
We note here a couple of basic fact for future reference. 
R e m a r k 2 .0 .1 . Let M be a nest in B(7i) and let £ be the set of projections onto elements 
in M. It is a classical theorem of Ringrose[27], that £ is a reflexive lattice. If 8. £ £ is any 
SOT closed sublattice, then (8) £ (£) . Thus, £ is a KS lattice and Alg(£) (the associated 
nest algebra) is a KS algebra with diagonal £ . 
R e m a r k 2.0.2. Let 51 be a CSL algebra that is not a nest algebra. Let £ = Lat(2l). 
Write £ = {P\ : A € A}. Since £ is not totally ordered, there are projections that are not 
order-comparable to every other element in £ . Pick such a projection PQ in £ and let £ i 
be the lattice generated by {P : P G £ , P > Po or P < PQ}. For any projection P G £, 
P = P V PQ -\- PPQ — Po and since each of the projections on the right hand side is in 
(£) , so is P. Thus, £ i is also a generating lattice for 21. It is easy to see that every 
operator of the form T = P0T(I - P0) is in Alg(£i), i.e. P0B(H)(I - P0) G Alg(£i). 
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However, letting Pi be a projection in £ that is not order-comparable to PQ, we see that 
(I - Pi)P0B(H)(I- P0)Pi ^ 0 and thus, Alg(£) £ Alg(£i) . i.e. 21 is not a Kadison-Singer 
algebra. 
More, in fact is true. Not only is a CSL algebra not a Kadison-Singer algebra, it is 
actually contained in a nest algebra with the same diagonal. One may extract a minimal 
generating nest from the Commutative Subspace Lattice, using Arveson's representation 
theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2.0.4. Given a CSL algebra 21, there is a nest algebra 23 containing 21 such that 
03* n 03 = 21* n 21. i.e., every CSL algebra is contained in a Kadison-Singer algebra with 
the same diagonal. 
The proof is a standard application of Arveson's representation theorem and follows 
almost immediately from [5, Lemma 22.3] and the discussion preceding it. We omit it. 
2.1 A general contruction of Kadison-Singer algebras due 
to Ge-Yuan 
In their first paper, Ge and Yuan gave a general construction for Kadison-Singer algebras. 
It exploited the fact that for certain lattices of projections, reflexivity can be determined 
from the lattice structure. A lattice(of projections) £ is traditionally called a small lattice 
if it is finite. A lattice is said to be distributive if for each triple P, Q, R in £ , 
P V (Q A R) = (P V Q) A ( P V R) 
The distributivity condition is equivalent to saying that there is a model for the lattice as 
Borel subsets of a measure space. A theorem of Longstaff says that every small, distributive 
lattice is reflexive in any representation. In particular, the six element lattice {0, P, Q, R, Qv 
R, 1} with Q<P,PwR = I and P A R = 0 is reflexive in any representation. 
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QvR 
Let now 0^  be a von Neumann algebra generated by a projection q and a self-adjoint 
element H that does not have 1 in its point spectrum. Let OT = 9^® M2(C) and let P be 
the projection i" in Wl <g> e\\. Let Q be the projection q ® e\\ and let R be the projection 
# ® e n + ^/H(I - H)®ei2 + \/H(I - H) <g> e2i + (/ - H)®e22- Or, in matrix form, 
\ 
# 
V.H(l - H) (I-H) 
We have that Q < P, PAR = 0, PvR = I. Thus, the lattice generated by P,Q and fl 
is precisely, £ = {0, P, Q,R,Q\/ R, 1} and this lattice is reflexive as noted above. The only 





5. Three element lattices {0, P, I}, etc. 
The first lattice has R in the commutant and lattices 2,3,4 have Q in the commutant. Since 
the original lattice has neither in the commutant, the algebra generated by each of the four 
sublattices is strictly larger. Also, the lattices in 5 generate a two dimensional subalgebra, 
which clearly cannot be Qtt.This shows that the lattice £ is a Kadison-Singer lattice. 
We summarize this, 
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Theorem 2.1.1. Let SOT = 9T ® M^G), be a von Neumann algebra where 9t is a von 
Neumann algebra generated by a projection and a self-adjoint element. Then, there is a 
Kadison-Singer algebra with core SOT. 
The utility of the construction comes from the fact that a very large number of von 
Neumann algebras can be realised in the following manner. We have the following propo-
sition, 
Proposit ion 2.1.1. Any von Neumann algebra can be realised as the diagonal of a Kadison-
Singer algebra. 
Proof. Let SOT be a von Neumann algebra. By a theorem of Haagerup, any von Neumann 
algebra SOT has a Standard form representation n : SOT —> B(7i), which has the property that 
7r(5DT) is anti-isomorphic to its commutant, 7r(S9T) , which we denote by 9T. It is a classical 
result that if SOT is a von Neumann algebra, then 9Jl®B(H), where H is infinite dimensional 
is generated by one self-adjoint element and a projection. 
Let 6 be the representation -K ® In ® I2, of SOT on B(H ® C 2 n ) . The commutant of 0(SOT) 
is equal to STC <g> B{H) ® M2(C). Note that 9T®23CH) is generated by a single self-adjoint 
element and a projection. Thus, the hypothesis of theorem(2.1.1) are satisfied and we have 
a Kadison-Singer algebra with core iJX®B(H) <g> M2(C), that is, a Kadison-Singer algebra 
with diagonal SOT. • 
2.2 Ge-Yuan's construction for hyperfinite factors 
Write the hyperfinite Hi factor R as the closure of the algebra ®^ = 1 M m (C) under the 
product trace. Let {Eij}, 1 < i,j < m denote a standard set of matrix units for Mn(C). 
Let, for 1 < I < n — 1, Pi — YA=I EU a n d Q = m J2Tk=i ^ik- Let us define recursively, 
£? = {Px,---,Pm-i,Q} 
£% = {Q®ZT,Pi + Q®Z1x,--- ,P„_i + Q ® £ r } 
ZZ = {Q®£Z,Pl + Q®Z%,--- ,Pn^ + Q®£^} 
10 
.cr+i = {Q ® -c*1. A + Q ® -c™. • • • , ^ » - i + Q ® -en 
£ m = (J £™ 
n=l 
Then, Ge-Yuan proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.1. £m is a Kadison-Singer lattice for R. Further, £ m is not isomorphic to 
£ n for mj^n. 
They were able to describe the reflexive closure of £ m explicitly and showed the follow-
ing. 
Theorem 2.2.2. Every •projection P in Lat(Alg(£m)) has a representation as a sequence, 
P ~ (01,02, • • • ,) where an € {0,1, • • • ,m— 1} with T(P) = Y^^Li ~^~- ^n particular, there 
are two projections with trace any m'ary fraction in (0,1) and one projection with trace 
any non-m'ary fraction in (0,1). Writing an = P(n), we have that for two projections 
P,QeLat(Alg(£m)) , PKQiff 
P(n) < Q(n) for Vn 
Further, P V Q and P A Q are the co-ordinatewise max and min 
We note here a simple consequence that we will have occasion to use later. 
Proposit ion 2.2.1. 1. For any e > 0, there are non-trivial projectionsfi.e. not equal to 
0 or I) Q,(P\)\£A, withr(Q) < e satisfying the following two conditions 
a) For each A € A, (Vp<z£tpypx P) < I-
b) For any projection P in £TO, either P < Q or P > P\ for some A € A. 
2. For any e > 0, there are non-trivial projections (i.e. not equal to 0 or I) Q, {P\)\£\, 
with T(Q) > 1 — e satisfying the following two conditions 
a) For each A G A, ( A P S £ , P ^ P A P) > 0. 
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b) For any projection P in £,m, either P > Q or P < P\ for some A € A. 
1 k+l 
Proof. Choose k such that —-r < e and let Q ~ (0, • • • , 0,0, m — 1, m — 1, m — 1, • • •) and 
m
K 
Pi ~ (0, • • • , 0,0,1,0,0,0, • • •) for 1 < i < k - 1. Then, we claim that {Pi}^ and Q will 
do the job for us. 
Any projection R with associated sequence zero in the first k entries will satisfy R < Q 
and any other projection S must have at least one of its first k entries non-zero, say, the 
z'th one and thus, S > Pi. Thus, we conclude that for any R € Lat(Alg(£TO)), 
Either R < Q or R> Pi for some 1 < i < k 
Further, \JP>P. P ~ (1,1, • • • , 0,1, • • •) and thus, \JP>P P < I. We see that the conditions 
in (1) are satisfied. The verification of (2) is similar. • 
In section (4), we will introduce two constructions - The tensor product and the join of 
two Kadison-Singer lattices, one of them satisfying a certain technical condition, which we 
call property F. The previous proposition verifies that the Kadison-Singer lattices for the 
hyperfinite II\ factor satisfies property F. 
2.3 A new proof of the previous result 
Ge-Yuan proved the previous theorem by carefully analysing the algebra of invariant opera-
tors and showing that any larger algebra would have a larger diagonal. The same result can 
also be obtained by looking at the lattice £ m and determining what algebras sublattices of 
the lattice generate. The proofs are very different in nature and we include it because it 
was the inspiration for the major theorems in this thesis, as proved in section 4. Another 
key point is the following: It is an insight of Liming Ge that the study of Kadison-Singer 
algebras is intimately related to generator problems in von Neumann algebras and that this 
point of view should form a useful link between non-selfadjoint and selfadjoint theory. 
We only prove this theorem in the case when m = 2. The proof when m > 2 is more 
intricate, but the basic idea is similar. 
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Proposit ion 2.3.1. Let £2 be defined as above. Then the lattice is reflexive. 
Proof. We only outline the proof. The proof has the following steps: 
1. Any projection P in the reflexive closure satisfies: Either R < Q or R > P. We may 
thus write R~ P + (I — P) <g> R\ in the first case or R = Q (£> R\ in the second. 
2. Ri satisfies: Either P i < / ® Q or R > I <g> P. We may thus write P i = 1 <g> P + 1 <S> 
(I — P)<3> R2 in the first case or R\ = I <g> Q <g> R2 in the second. 
fc k + 1 
3. Suppose the trace of the projection .R satisfies — < r(i?) < — — for some 0 < k < 
k 
2n — 1. Let P\,P2 be the two projections in £2 of trace —. Then, Pi < R for some 
- 2" 
f G { l , 2 } and thus, | | P - P i l l s < — . 
4. The lattice £2 is SOT closed and thus, we can conclude from all this that 
Lat(Alg(£2)) = £ 2 
The proposition follows. • 
Theorem 2.3.1. £2 is a Kadison-Singer lattice. 
Proof. Let & be a reflexive sublattice that generates P . We claim that P<g>/ and Q®I both 
belong to £. First, we note that any projection in .ft is either less than Q <g> / or is greater 
than P<g> J. Suppose Q®I does not belong to R, let Q\ be the supremum of all the elements 
less than Q®I. Since 8. is SOT closed, Q\<Q®I. Then, we see that (I-Qx) f\(P®I) is 
a nontrivial projection in P that commutes with &. Thus, .6 is not minimal generating. A 
similar argument shows that P ® I must belong to any minimal generating lattice as well. 
An inductive argument shows that the twin projections corresponding to each finite 
binary sequence must belong to any minimal generating lattice and since reflexive lattices 
are SOT closed, we have that the conclusion extends to all binary sequences, i.e 8. D £2,. 
The conclusion follows. • 
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2.4 Ge-Yuan's construction with three projections 
In [7], Ge and Yuan gave a concrete construction for non-hyperfinite type II\ factors. The 
most interesting case deals with three free trace 5 projections that generate L(F1x). Write 




, H y/H(l-H) 
it • 
) y/H(l-H) I-H J 
, K y/K(l-K)U^ 
U*y/K{l-K) U*{I-K)U J 
Theorem 2.4.1. (Ge- Yuan) A\g({P,Q, R}) is a Kadison-Singer algebra. Further, 
Lat(Alg({P, Q, R})) = {PA U P : A G C} 
L y/L(l - L)V 
, where P\ = \ | , with L, V determined by 
V*y/L(l-L) V*(I-L)V 
VZ^(I-L)-lV = XVHy/il-H)-^ (1 - X)\fK^/(I^l<y[U 
The lattice Lat(Alg({P, Q, R}))(endowed with the SOT) is topologically homeomorphic to 
S2. Also, for any two elements in the lattice, P\,P2, we have that P\ VP2 = I and P1AP2 = 0 
and in particular, each element in the lattice has trace ^ • 
The Kadison-Singer lattice, above, of Ge-Yuan, is extremely non-distributive and is 
further formalized as an example of a KS manifold, about which we will have to say later. 
There is nothing special about the freeness in the theorem and one can perform the same 
construction, after a couple of adjustments for any von Neumann algebra generated by three 
projections {Pi, P2, P3} satisfying P V Pj = I and P A P3•. = 0 for 1 < i ± j < 3. 
One consequence of this is that we are assured of the existence of Kadison-Singer lattices 
for L(Fr), with r < | . In a subsequent section, we will show how we can in fact construct 
Kadison-Singer lattices for r < 2. It turns out that r = 2 is a critical value, where simple 
methods of constructing Kadison-Singer lattices break down. 
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CHAPTER 3 
A FAMILY OF ELEMENTARY 
KADISON-SINGER ALGEBRAS 
From this chapter onwards, given our interest in von Neumann algebras, we will focus upon 
lattices rather than algebras. A natural attempt to get minimal lattices is the following: 
Look at the lattices generated by nests and a single projection and analyse the relefexivity 
and generating properties of these. To get things started, we assume that that the extending 
projection is in fact rank 1. We creatively call such lattices one point extensions of nests. 
In this chapter, we will prove a series of more and more general theorems, culminating in a 
theorem about the extension of a general nest by a rank one projection is Kadison-Singer. 
Later, we will study more general extensions in the setting of the Hardy space. 
3.1 Lattices generated by a maximal multiplicity 1 nest and 
a one dimensional projection 
Recall the following theorem of Kadison and Singer on a representation theorem for uniform 
multiplicity 1 nests(i.e. those whose associated projection lattice generates a masa in B{7i)). 
Theorem 3.1.1. (Kadison-Singer,[15]) Let v be a finite regular Borel measure on [0,1] with 
K{0.}) = 0. The set {Pt = Mx[0,t),Pf+ = Mx[0,t\} is a maximal nest £0 in B(L2([0, \\,du). 
Any maximal multiplicity 1 nest is unitarily equivalent to one such. 
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Note that the projections P t+ appear in the theorem to account for point masses in the 
measure //. Now, fix a finite regular Borel measure v on [0,1] as above and let £o be as 
above. Note that this nest may contain atoms, i.e. when Pt < Pt+. Let / be a function 
in H = L2([0, l},du) such that / ^ 0 a.e. with respect to the measure v. Let Pf be the 
projection onto the one dimensional subspace spanned by / . We will prove the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 3.1.2. The lattice £ generated by {£o,P/} i.e. by {Pt,Pt+,Pf : t € [0,1]} is a 
Kadison-Singer lattice with trivial diagonal. 
Any element in the commutant of £o is of the form Mg for an L°° function g and if Mg 
commutes with Pf, there is a scalar a, so that Mgf = af. Then, (g — a)f = 0 a.e. and 
thus g = a a.e. Therefore the commutant of £ is trivial and hence Alg(£) is an algebra 
with trivial diagonal. 
We will use the following standard notation for rank one operators. Given vectors £ and 
r], the symbol rj <g> £ will denote the operator 
{v®0(0=<C,V>Z 
Lemma 3.1.1. £ = {P,Pf,PV Pf : P € £0} 
Proof. We need to check that the above lattice is closed under the lattice operations. We 
note that since / ^ 0 a.e., for any P € £o, we have that P A Pf = 0. To prove our lemma, 
the only thing we need to check is that if P, Q € £ with P <Q < I than (P V Pf) A Q = P. 
Assume the contrary. If (P V Pf) hQ ^ P, there is a vector h in Ran(Q) \ Ran(P) such 
that h = af + fig for some g G Ran(P) where a ^ 0, fi are scalars. Thus, / = and 
a 
since (I — Q) = 0, we have that (I — Q)f = 0, which is impossible by our assumption 
a 




Lemma 3.1.2. The lattice £ is minimal generating, i.e, if & is a strict sublattice, (£) Cjj 
(£)" = B(H) 
Proof. Let ^ Q £ be a strict sublattice. The proof splits into two cases. 
Case 1: Suppose first that .8 does not contain Pf. Let PQ = A{P £ £ o : P v P ^ £ &}. Since 
Pf £ £ , Po > 0. Then the operator PQ commutes with ^ and hence, (£) Cj (£) ' = 
B(H). 
Case 2: Suppose that Pf G £. Let P0 = /\{P | P G £ 0 and P € £ } . Assume first that P0 7^  0. 
If Q G £0 such that Q V Pf e A, then Po A (Q V P/) = P 0 A Q is in j? as well. Hence 
Q > P 0 . Let £1 = {P G £0 : P V P / G ^ } . £1 is a strict sublattice of £ 0 . We see 
that ^ = {P, Pf, P V Pf : P G £1}. The same conclusion holds if Po = 0, by taking a 
decreasing net of projections Pa in £0, decreasing to 0. 
Now, It is easy to see that there are projections Pi < P2 G £0 \ £1 , such that if 
Pi < P < P2 , then P$Z\. Pick an operator T={P2- P i )T(P 2 - Pi) with Tf = 0 
and we see that T commutes with £ . Thus, (£) Cj (£) = B{H) 
Thus, £ is minimal generating. • 
We note the following elementary fact concerning reflexive lattices. Let £ be a lattice 
of projections. Then, the lattice is reflexive iff for every vector g, the projection onto the 
subspace Alg(£)g lies in £. 
Lemma 3.1.3. The lattice £ is reflexive. 
Proof. We now show that the lattice is reflexive. Let g G L2([0,1], dv). Let Po be the 
smallest projection in the nest £0 so that Pog = g. If Po = / , let Qo be the smallest 
projection in the nest so that {I — Qo)g = a(I — Qo)f for some scalar a. We will show that 
Case 1: If P0 = I and Q0 = I, Alg(£)g = H 
Case 2: If P0 < / , Alg(£)s = Ran(P0). 
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Case 3: If P0 = / and Q0 < I, Alg(£)$ = Ran(Q0 V Pf) 
By the note before the statement of this theorem, this will prove that £ is reflexive. We 
handle the three cases below. 
Case 1: Suppose PQ = Qo = I. Let P G £o- Any operator of the form k <g> h, where h G 
Ran(P), k G Ran(7 — P) and < k,f >= 0, is invariant under £. For any P < I, 
we may find k = (I — P)k such that < k,f >= 0, but < k,g > ^ 0.(Otherwise 
< k, f >= 0 =•< k, g >= 0 =• (/ - P)f = {I- P)g ^QQ<I). Therefore, 
Alg(£)<? D Span({/i | h G UP < /Ran(P)} U {5}) 
Thus, 
Alg(£)ff = W 
Case 2: Suppose Po < -^ Then, Alg(£)g C Alg(£o)gr C Ran(Po). For the reverse inequality, 
note that we may choose for P < Po, h G Ran(P),fc G Ran(7 — P), < k,f >= 0, 
but < k,g >^ 0. Then k ® h is in Alg(j?) and (k ® h)g =< g,k > h. Thus, 
Alg(£)<? D Span{(/i | /i G URan(P) :P<p0} U {g}). Thus, 
Alg(£)g = Ran(Po) 
Case 3: Suppose Po = / , Qo < I- Then, by the definition of (/ — Qo)g = af for some 
scalar a. Let g\ — g — af. Noting the argument in the second case, we see that 
Alg(£)g C Ran(Qo V Pf). The reverse inequality is very similar to the computation 
in Case 1 and we omit it. We conclude that 
Alg(£)fl = Ran(Q0 V Pf) 
D 
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3.2 Extending nests by a rank 1 projection 
Let £o be a nest of projections in B{H). Since the algebra (£o)' is abelian, we may find a 
separating unit vector Q for this algebra. The map from £o to [0,1] given by P —>< Pfi, Q > 
for P in £o is a topological homeomorphism from £o endowed with the SOT to [0,1] 
with the natural metric topology. The image of £o under this map is a compact subset 
of [0,1], which we denote by <S. We will use <S to index elements in £o in the natural 
way, with Pt representing the projection in £o such that < Ptfl,Q >= t. We thus write 
£o = {Pt '• t € S C [0,1]. In this identification, PQ is 0 and Pi is In- Also, given a vector £ 
in H, we will denote the rank one projection onto the span of £ by P^. 
Consider then, a nest £o = {Pt : t G S C [0, l]}(with PQ = On and P\ = In) and indexed 
as above, where S is a compact subset of [0,1] and a rank one projection P^. Let £ be the 
lattice generated by the elements in {£o,P^}. We will show that under mild conditions £ 
is a Kadison-Singer lattice. We note two necessary conditions needed for this consequence. 
Recall that a Kadison-Singer lattice is a minimal generating reflexive lattice for the von 
Neumann algebra it generates. 
We assume first of all that P^ is not order comparable to every element in £o, i.e P^ < 0+, 
to avoid te trivial case of the rank one projection extending the nest. Now, note that if P^ 
belongs to the abelian algebra (£o)" and P^ is not itself in £o, the lattice £ clearly cannot 
be Kadison-Singer. Another situation to be avoided is the following. Suppose there is a 
non-trivial projection Pta (with to in S) in £o such that P^Pt0 — 0. Then the lattice & 
generated by 
{Pt VP€,PS :t>t0 and s,teSc [0,1]}, 
which is a sublattice of £, generates the same algebra and Alg(£) ^ Alg(£). For the first 
assertion, note that P^ = (Pto V P^)(I — Pt0) and thus P^ belongs to (£) . Consequently, 
(£)" D (£) • For the second assertion, note that for any pair of vectors 77 in Ran(P4o) and 
£ in Ran(7 - Pto), we have that £ <g> 77 is in Alg(£) \ Alg(£). 
The two conditions essentially capture all the cases where a one point extension of a 
nest is not a Kadison-Singer lattice. We have the following theorem, 
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T h e o r e m 3 .2 .1 . Let £o = {Pj : t G S C [0,1]}, where S is a compact subset of [0,1] 6e 
a nest and let P^ be a rank one projection not in £Q. Let £ be the lattice generated by the 
elements in {£Q,P^}. Suppose the following three conditions are satisfied, 
1. P^ is not in (£o) 
2. For every t ^ 0, PtP^ ^ 0. 
3. Let Pt0 be the smallest projection so that Pto£ = £. Then, (P t o)_£ ^ Pso£ for any 
Ps0 < ( P t o ) -
Then, £ is a Kadison-Singer lattice. Conversely, if £ is a Kadison-Singer lattice, then the 
above conditions are satisfied. 
Proof. For the converse part, note that we have shown in the paragraph preceding the 
proof that if conditions (1) and (2) fail, then the lattice cannot be Kadison-Singer. Suppose 
condition (3) fails. Let £ be the lattice generated by 
{P t V P(.,PS :S<SQ and s,t€S c [0,1]}. 
We have that Pto = Pto V Pf, (P i o)_ - PSo = (P i o)_ V Pf - PSo V Pf and for s > s0, 
(Pt0)--Ps = {Pt0)-VPf-PsVPf and thus, (£)" = (£)" . And, if r, € Ran(P t )eRan( (P t )_ ) , 
then, n <g> £ is in Alg(£) \ Alg(£). 
Now for the forward inclusion. We first show that the lattice £ is reflexive. Pick any 
vector g. We will show that Alg(£)g is the range of some projection in £. This will show 
reflexivity. Let PQ be the smallest projection in the nest £o so that P$g = g. If Po = / , let 
<3o be the smallest projection in the nest so that (/ — Qo)g = a(I — Qo)f for some scalar 
a. We will show that 
Case 1: If P0 = / and QQ = / , Alg(£)<? = H 
Case 2: If P0 < / , Alg(£)<? = Ran(P0) . 
Case 3: If P0 - / and Q0 < / , Alg(£)g = Ran(Q0 V P/) 
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We handle each of the cases below. 
Case 1: Any rank one operator 77 <g> ( with 77 G Ran(I — Pt) and C, G Ran((P f)+) for some Pt 
in £o and with 77 ± £ belongs to Alg(£). Thus, 
Alg(£)<? D (J Ran((Pt)+) = W 
t |P (</ 
Case 2: Any rank one operator 77 <S> C W l t n 77 G Ran(7 — Pt) and C G Ran((Pt)+) for some P* 
in £ 0 with Pt < P 0 and with 77 ± £ belongs to Alg(£). Thus, 
Alg(£)g D ( J Ran((P t ) + ) = Ran(Po) 
t|Pj<Po 
Case 3: Suppose Pt < QQ, we can always find a 77 in Ran(7 — Pt), with 77 ± £ and < 77,9 > ^ 0. 
Otherwise, (/ — P t)£ is a scalar multiple of (/ — Pt)g, which is impossible as Pt < QQ. 
Thus, any rank one operator 77<E>£ with 77 € Ran(7 — Pt) and C, G Ran((P t ) + ) for some 
Pt in £ 0 with Pt < QQ and with 77 J. £ belongs to Alg(£). Thus, 
Alg(£) 5 D [J Ran((P t)+) = Ran(Q0) 
t\Pt<Qo 
Writing g = Qo(g) + Qog and noting that Pt(g) is in Alg(£)#, we note that (/ - Qo)g 
and thus (/ — Qo)£, is in Alg(£)g. It follows that £ is in Alg(£)# and thus, Alg(£)# 
contains Ran(Qo V P^). The reverse direction is trivial. 
We have thus shown that 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .2 .1 . Any lattice £ generated(as a lattice) by a (general) nest £0 and a rank 
one projection P^, 
£ = { £ 0 ^ } 
is reflexive. 
Let now ^ be a sublattice of £. Suppose that P^ does not belong to £. Let so be the 
smallest number in S so that PS0VP^ is in £. We see that P s o > 0 and that £ C {Pt, PsVPs '• 
t G S,s > SQ,S G S}. Choose a projection Pto with Pt0 < Pso and Pto(, ^ £(which is available 
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due to the hypothesis 1 in the theorem). Then, we have that Pto does not commute with 
P$, but commutes with £. Thus, (£) £ (£) . 
Since P^ is a rank one projection, we have that (PtV P^)APS = Pm\n(t,s) unless PtVP$ < 
Ps. Let to t>e the minimal element in T such that Pto£ = £. Therefore, we have that 
£ = {Pt, P^,PSV P% : t € T, s e TC\ [0, to]}. Thus, £ is the lattice sum of a smaller lattice 
£j = {Pt,P^,Ps V P s : t € T n [0,t0]} and a nest £2 = {Pt : t > t 0}. It is clear that we 
may assume that P££ ^ £ for any element Pt in £o to prove our theorem that £ is minimal 
generating. Let us make this assumption. 
With this assumption and noting condition (3), any sublattice ^ of £ is of the form 
^ = {Pt,Pf : t e S c T } . Such lattices are reflexive by proposition(3.2.1) and we will show 
that if S £7" , then (£)" Q (£)". 
If S £ T, there exist s,t such that if s < r < t, then Pr e £ \ £ and further, (s, t)(~lT ^ 
{</>}. Now, a moment's thought shows that we may pick an operator T, with T = (Pf — 
Ps)T(P t - Ps), T£ = 0 and TP r ^ P rT. This shows that (£)" g (£)" and we are done. D 
Remark 3.2.1. We will call the lattices generated by a nest and a rank one projection 
one point extensions of nests. Lance's proof that the cohomology of nest algebras is trivial 
can be adapted with the slightest modifications to show that Alg(£) has trivial Hochschild 
cohomology for every one point extension £, KS or otherwise. 
3.3 Extensions by finite rank projections 
The analysis of the last section does not extend nicely to cover the case of lattices £ 
generated by {£o,P} where £o is a nest and P is a finite rank projection of rank greater 
than 1. For instance, if £o is the Volterra nest in B(L2([0,oo)), i.e. £o = {Pt '• t 6 
[0, oo)}, Pt the orthogonal projection onto {/ : f(x) = 0 a.e. on [0, t) w.r.t dm} and P is 
the projection onto the subspace spanned by e~x and e_2x , then £ is not reflexive. Indeed 
the projection onto the one dimensional subspace e~x lies in Lat(Alg(£)). Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for reflexivity are easy to obtain, but very messy to write down. The 
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prescence of atoms in the nest £o queer the pitch further. 
Rather than study finite rank extensions in full generality, in this section, we will focus 
upon certain natural extensions of a specific nest. In the Hardy space i/2(51)(which we 
will abbreviate by H2), let Pn be the projection onto znH2 for n > 1 and let Qn = (Pn)1, 
i.e. Qn is the projection onto the span of {zm : 0 < m < n — 1}. Let £o be the lattice 
£o = {Pn : n > 1}. £o is a maximal nest(and atomic), which we will refer to hitherto as 
the basis nest in H2. 
For any A € l , the function — is in H2. Let Aj, • • • , A^  be n points, none of them 
1 — Xz 
zero, in D and denote the set {Aj, • • •, A&} by A. Denote by Q\ the projection onto the span 
of {- — | 1 < i < k}. We will also denote this projection by Q{\lt-,\k}- It is easy to see 
1 — A{Z 
that if we let B\ be the Blaschke product 
and PA the projection onto the subspace of H2 spanned by functions that vanish at the k 
points {Ai, • • • ,\k}, then FA is the projection onto B\H2 and QA = P£. 
Let £ be the lattice generated by {Qn,Q\i,-,\k : ra > 1}. It will also be conveninent to 
consider another representation for QA and Qn. 
We note that H2(S1) is isomorphic to the Hilbert space Z2(N U {0}) under the map 
V : H2(Sl) -> /2(N U {0}) given by Vzn = en. We have 
V{^2anzn) = (a0 ,ai,---) 
n 
We will abuse notation and identify subspaces of H2(SX) and their images under V. The 
Xz 
for any / € H2, 
function — (A G ©) is the reproducing kernel(also called the Szego Kernel) for A, i.e, 
1 — Xz 
</T^>= /« 
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We will denote V(- —) by A. We note that the one-dimensional subspaces Span(A) as 
1 — AZ 
well as the n dimensional subspaces Qn are invariant for U*, the adjoint of the unilateral 
shift. Thus, Alg(£) contains (H°°)*. 
We investigate the question of determining KS sublattices of the lattice £ generated by 
{£o,Q{\u-,\k}}-
Proposition 3.3.1. £ = {Qn, QA, Qn V QA : n e N} 
Proof. Let, as above, BA be the Blaschke product 
A; Ai — z BA = R f=i lA*l 1 ~XiZ 
We first claim that Qn A QA = 0. To see this, note that since (Qn A Q)1 is invariant 
for U, (Qn A Q)1 = <f)H2 for some inner function 4>. And since (Qn A Q)L contains znH2 
and BAH2, 4> divides both zn and BA. It is easy to see that this implies that <j> must be 
constant. Thus, (Qn A Q)1 = H2. 
To complete the proof, we need to check that (QnV QA) ^Qm = Qmm(m,n)- For n>m, 
this is clear. Let n< m 
((Qn V QA) A Qm)L = (Qi A Q{) V P£ 
= (znH2 A B A # 2 ) V zmH2 
= (znBAH2) V zmH2 
The greatest common divisor of znBA and 2m is zn and thus, ((Q„ V QA) A Q m ) x = z™#2, 
i.e. (Qn V QA) A Qm = Qn. The proposition follows. 
• 
Proposition 3.3.2. Let £ = {Qn,Q\,Qn V QA : n € N}, where QA is the k dimensional 
projection onto span {- — : 1 < i < k, \\i\ < 1 A^  ^ 0}. Then, the lattice is reflexive iff 
1 — \{Z 
|Ai|fe = • • • = \\k\k• U \W = minjl^jl : 1 < 3 < ^} / o r * = 1> • • • > o^ and \\\ > min{\Xj\ : 
l<J<k}fori> fe0, toen QAl,...Afco € Lat(Alg(£)). 
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Proof. Any operator that leaves £ invariant must be upper triangular with respect to the 
nest £ > Suppose first that |Aj| = min{|Aj| : 1 < j < k} for 1 < i < fco and |Aj| > min{|Aj| : 
1 < 3 < k) for k0 < i < k. We will show that Q\lv...t\k is in Lat(Alg(£)). 
Let T G Alg(£) and let TXj = Y%=i " A , for 3 < ko- We will show that a{ - 0 (i > 
ko). Once we prove this, we will have that QAI.- .AI, is m Lat(Alg(£)). Fix j = 1, the 
computation is identical for 1 < j < ko. 
Since TQn = QnTQn, we have that (/ - Qn)T{I - Qn) = (I - Qn)T. Then, 
k 
(T(I- Qn)Ai)(n) = (TAiXn) = ^ > A f 
i=\ 
| | ( / - Q n ) A l A™ -—^T- |. We have that 1 - Ax 
|X>A?||<C|A?| Vn 
i=\ 
and this implies that on — 0 Vi : |Aj| > |Ai|. This proves one half of (2). For the other half, 
assume that |Ai| = • • • = |A^|. For each n, choose a vector xn such that 
,\"+k-1) = A? (A?,A?+1, 
< xn , (A2 ,A2 ,• • • ,A2 ) = 0 
<xn,\AkiAk ' >Ak ) ~ U 
This can always be done as the vectors (A",A"+1, 





\ n + l 
A 2 
x n + 2 A 2 
i \n+k —1 \n+fc—1 
, A"+A: *) are linearly independent. 
AJJ+1 
A - 2 
xn+k-X j 
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A(n,n + i) = < 
is invertible. It is also clear that xn can be chosen with \\xn\\ < C\\T l\\ for some scalar C. 




is a band matrix with k rows(and bounded), is in Alg({Qn : n > l})(as it is upper triangu-
lar) and satisfies 
AXi = Ai 
A\ = 0 (1 < i < k) 
and hence, leaves Q invariant. Thus, A € Alg(£). Using this, we see that given any vector £ 
in the range of Q, Alg(£)£ = QH. There is thus no strict subprojection of Q in Lat(Alg(£)). 
Suppose P G Lat(Alg(£)), let n be the smallest number, n > 1 so that P < Pn. It is 
easy to see that P = Pn in this case. Suppose there is no such n, let m be the smallest 
number, m > 0, so that P < Pm V Q. By using the above construction, it is easy to see 
that P = P n V Q. Suppose there is no such m either, it is easy to see that P — I. This 
shows that £ is reflexive if |Aj| = • • • = |A*.|. 
Also, if A = {Aj | |Aj| = min{|A;| : 1 < i < k}}, we see that {Qn,QA,Qn V QA, n > 1} 
is a reflexive lattice with trivial diagonal. • 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.3.3. Let £ = {Qn,QA,Qn V QA '• n € N}, where QA is the k dimensional 
. 1 
•1 - A J Z 
projection onto span {- — : 1 < i < k, |Aj| < 1 A^  ^ 0}. Let p = Yln=oan^n be the 
minimal polynomial with zeros at each of the {Ai}f=1. Then, the lattice £ does not generate 
B(H2) iff for some divisor d of k, ai ^ 0 if d \ i and ai = 0 otherwise . 
Proof. Any operator D that commutes with {Qn : n > 1} must be diagonal and we may 
write it as D = diag(cfo, • • • , dn, • • •). Let xn = (A" - 1 , • • • , A£ - 1) and let T be the Vander-
monde matrix, 
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/ 1 1 ... 1 \ 
Ai A2 ... Afc 
A t A 2 ... Afc 
\k— 1 \/:—1 \/c—1 
\ Al A2 ••• AA: / 
which is invertible. Let iS = T _ 1 . We have that 
n 
xnS = (CJ,--- ,0, 1 ,0, ••• ,0), for 1 < n < k. 
For 1 < i < k, let Lj be the infinite column vector given by 
Li(n) = (xnS)(i), 1 < n < 00. 
Note that for 1 < n ^ m < k, Ln(n) = 1 and Ln(m) = 0. We see that the vectors 
{Li : 1 < i < k} have the same span as {A; : 1 < i < k} as S is non-singular. Now, suppose 
the diagonal operator D = d\ag(do, • • • ,dn, • • •) leaves span{L; : 1 < i < k} invariant, i.e. 
DU = £* = i a)Lj. Then, for j ? i, 
DLi{j) = djLi(j) = 0 = ot)Lj{j) = a) And thus, a) = 0 
Thus, for some scalars, c\, • • • , Q;, 
DLi = CjLj 1 < i < k 
For any n and 1 < i < k, 
dn(xnS)(i) = dnLi(n) = (DLi)(n) = CiL^n) = Ci(xnS)(i) 
If (xnS)(i) ^ 0, dn = Q. For any n, since S1 is non-singular, not all of the k numbers 
((xnS)(i))i<i<k can be zero. Thus, each entry dn of the diagonal operator can only take on 
finitely many values, c\, • • • , c&. If (xnS)(i) ^ 0 and (xnS)(j) ^ 0, then c; = Cj = d„. 
Define an equivalence relation E on X = {1, • • • , fc} by z ~g j if there is a n such that 
(xnS)(i) -£ 0 and (xnS)(j) ^ 0. If z ~£ j , by the previous paragraph, q = Cj. Assume now 
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that E Q X x X. Then, there is a partition of X into sets A\,A2---Ai C {1, • • • , k) such 
that if i ~ E j , then {i,j} belongs to exactly one of {Arn}lm=1. 
Thus, any xn is in the linear span of exactly one of the {XJ | j G Ai)\=l. Let B{ = 
{n | x n € Span({a;j : j G Aj})}. For any TO, the A; vectors xm+\,--- ,xm+k are linearly 
independent. There can be at most \Ai\ of these that lie in Span({xj :=j € A;}) for each i 
and thus exactly \Ai\ respectively, of each. 
Thus, \B{ n [m + l , m + k}\ = |/li | for every TO and i and we conclude that Bi is closed 
under translation by k, i.e, B{ = {Ai -\- nk} (n > 1). Let 6; be the smallest element in Ai. 
The \Ai + 1| vectors {XJ : j € Ai U i i j + i } lie in a space of dimension |J4, | and are thus 
linearly dependent. Thus, there is a polynomial X ^ g ^ cJ-A-' 4- c,Afci+A: that is zero at each 
of the Ai. Therefore, the polynomial pi = J2j^At Cj^^ + <^i\k is zero at each of the A, and 
must thus be the minimal polynomial. 
This means that vectors {x& U Xj-bt : j € Ai) are linearly dependent. Since we have 
assumed that 1 € A\, we have that the set {j — bi : j € Ai} is contained in A\. Thus, 
A; = A\ + bi for each i and given that U^/l; = {1, • • • , k}, we conclude that there is a divisor 
d of k such that /lj = {i + dj : 0 < j < | — 1}. The theorem is proved. • 
Suppose we are given k points A = {Ai, • • • , A^} in J3>. We now investigate the Kadison-
Singer sublattices of the lattice generated by {Qn,Q : n G Z}. 
T h e o r e m 3.3 .1 . Let A;, 1 < i < k, where k > 1, Qn and Q be as above. Then, there are 
uncountably many non-isomorphic Kadison-Singer sublattices of {Qn,Q : n G Z} . 
Proof. Assume that £ generates B(H2). The proof in the other case is similar. For each 
TO > k, we can find a unique polynomial pm of degree less than equal to k — 1 such that 
(Aj)m = pm(Xi) for 1 < i < k. Let Am be the subset of {0,1, • • • , k — 1} consisting of j 
such that the coefficient of AJ in pm is non-zero. Let n(A) be the smallest number such that 
u;(=AiAm = { o , i , . . . , f e - i } . 
Now, let S be any infinite sequence of numbers {1,2, • • • ,n(A),rai,n2, • • • } with n(A) < 
n\ such that 
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1. n\ — ra(A) < k 
2. rii < rii+\ for i > 1 
3. ni+i — rii < k for i > 1 
4. Either «2 — "(A) > k or n,+2 — rii > k for some i > 1 
Then, we claim that the lattice generated by ^ = {Qi,Q : I € S} is Kadison-Singer 
with the same core as £, i.e. B(H2). There are clearly uncountably infinitely many non-
isomorphic such lattices. 
The reflexivity of the lattice .8 follows as in the previous theorem. Conditions 1,2,3 
assure that the core is B(H2) and condition 4 ensures that any sublattice has core strictly 
smaller than B(H2). 
• 
3.4 Extensions by infinite codimension projections 
Suppose B\, where A = {Ai, • • • , A^} is a Blaschke product and / is orthogonal to B\H2. 
Then, / belongs to the span of {Xi}i<i<k and thus, extends to an analytic function on 
5(0, min(y-—j-)). On the other hand, suppose <t> is a singular inner function and / is a 
|Ai| 
function orthogonal to cj>H2. Suppose further that / extends to an analytic function on 
B(0,r), where r > 1. Then, f(rz) is an element in H2 that is orthogonal to <f>(-)H2(m 
H2). A classical result of Smirnov says that any singular inner function has a representation 
S{z) = KeM-i[ei~d^)) 
where dpi is a finite positive regular Borel measure, singular with respect to the lebesgue 
measure and K is a constant of modulus 1. Thus, 
z 1 f2w reie + z 8V = K «*-*]. s^*™ 
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eie 1 
and it is easy to see that log(5'(—)) is in L1, with L1 norm less than — r~-. This implies 
r (1 — r)z 
z z 
that S(-) is outer and thus, 4>(-)H2 — H2. This gives us in turn that / = 0. We have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let ip = B<f> be an inner function, with B a Blaschke product not equal 
to zn for any n > 0 and cf> a singular inner function, not equal to 1. Then the lattice £ 
generated by {znH2,ipH2} is not reflexive. Indeed, BH2 is in Lat(Alg(£)). 
Proof. Working with the dual lattice &, let T be an upper triangular contraction preserving 
(ipH2)-1. Suppose T maps an element / in the span of {Xi}\<i<k to g, where g ± <f>H2. 
By the previous paragraph, we may assume that |/(ra)| < sn for some s < 1. Then, 
\Tf(n)\ < sn and Tf extends to an analytic function on 5(0, j ) . Then, again by the 
previous paragraph, g = Tf cannot be orthogonal to 4>H2 and thus, (BH2)1- is indeed in 
the reflexive closure of £. • 
The lattice generated by the basis nest and the projection corresponding to a singular 
inner function is even more interesting. For simplicity, let us fix attention upon the point 
mass singular inner function <f> = exp ( I. Let £ be the lattice generated by {Pn,Q = 
\z-lj 
P<t>H2 \ n> I}. It is easy to see that £ = {Pn,Q,Pn A Q \ n > 1}, that £ generates B(H2) 
and that 
Lat(Alg(£))c {Pnf\Qa : n > 0 , 0 < a < 1} 
where Qa is the projection onto cf>aH2 = exp ( a 1. 
V 2 - 1/ 
We are unable to determine exactly what the reflexive closure of £ is, but we suspect 
it is {Pn A Qa : n > 0, 0 < a < 1}. It is easy to show that any generating sublattice ^ of 
Lat(Alg(£)) contains a sublattice £i of the form {Pni,Qa, P-m AQa} for some 0 < a < 1 and 
some infinite sequence 0 < n\ < ni < • • •. We further suspect all such lattices £i generate 
B(H2), which, if confirmed, would give us an example of a reflexive algebra(with trivial 
diagonal) not contained in any Kadison-Singer algebra with the same(trivial) diagonal. 
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CHAPTER 4 
LATTICES IN FINITE VON NEUMANN 
ALGEBRAS 
Lattices of projections in finite von Neumann algebras are much more tractable than lattices 
of projections in B(H). It is easy to construct two maximal nests in B(H), such that 
the intersections and unions of any two elements, one from each lattice are trivial. For 
instance, we could take the first nest to be the Volterra nest in L2(S1 ,dm), where dm 
denotes Lebesgue measure and the second nest to be the Fourier nest, {Pn : n € Z} in 
B(L2(S1,dm)), Pn the projection onto span{zm : m>n} . That any two elements, one 
in each, have intersection 0 and union / follows from the F. and M. Riesz theorem. In finite 
von Neumann algebras, the prescence of the trace ensures the "modularity" condition of 
Birkhoff-von Neumann and makes computations much easier. 
We prove two elementary theorems that we will use in the next section to construct new 
KS lattices out of old. 
T h e o r e m 4.0.2. Let DJl be a finite von Neumann algebra and let T be a (faithful, normal) 
trace on 9Jt. Let £ i = {P\ : A € A}, where A is a lattice, be a lattice in 9Jt, with £ j closed 
in the strong operator topology,. Note that A is then necessarily a complete lattice. Further 
suppose AAPA -fA = 0 and if P = VAPA ^ > then T(P) = ^. Let Q be another projection in 
9JI, of trace half and satisfying P A Q = 0. Let Q\ = P\V Q. Let £ be the lattice generated 
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by £o and Q (i. e the smallest lattice containing £o and Q). Then, 
£ = { P A , Q A : A G A } . 
Proof. Note that Qo = Q and thus, £ and {PX,QX : A G A} generate the same lattice. To 
prove the theorem, we need to show that 
{ P A , Q A : A G A } 
is closed under the lattice operations. 
For any A1A2 € A, max{Ai,A2J and min{Ai,A2} will denote the join and meet in the 
lattice A. With this notation, PAl V PX2 = Pmax{Ai,A2} a n d PM A P\2 = Pmin{A1,A2}-
We begin by noting that given Ai,A2 € A, 
• PA l V QX2 = PA l V (PX2 V Q) = Pmax{Al,A2} V Q = gmax{A1,A2} 
• <?A: V QX2 = (PAl V Q) V (PA2 V Q) = Pmax{Al,Aa} V Q = Qmax{A1,A2} 
Fix Aj,A2 € A. We now show that QXl /\Q\2 = Qmin{\u\2} a n d t n a t ^ A i A Q\2 = 
•frain{A1,A2}> which will give us the desired conclusion. 
Since r is a faithful trace, for any pair of projections, P\,P-z G OT, r (P i V P2) + r(P\ A 
P2) = r ( P i ) + T(P2). In particular, for Ai,A2 G A, T{Pmax{XlM)) + T(Pmin{XiM)) = 
r(PXl) + r(PX2) 
T(QXI) = r (P A l V Q) = r (P A l ) + T(Q) - r (P A l A Q) 
= r ( P A l ) + i (As P A l A Q = 0) 
r (Q A l A QX2) = T ( Q A I ) + r(QA 2) - T ( Q A I V QAa) 
= T(PXX) + ^ + r(PA 2) + - - T{Pmax{XlM)) - -
=
 T(Pmin{ Ai,A2}) + 2 
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W e h a v e t h a t Q r a i n { A l , A 2 } ^ Q\l a n d <3min{Ai,A2} ^ Q^- T h u s . Qmin{A1>A2} < Q\i A < ? A 2 -
And since r(Qm i n { A l > A 2 }) = ± + r (Pm i n { A l ] A 2 } ) , we have 
QA: AQA 2 = Qm i n { A l ) A 2 } (4.1) 
We have that Pmin{Al,A2} < -PAI AQA 2 . For equality, it is enough to check they have the 
same trace. Note that 
r ( P A l A QAa) = r (P A l ) + - + T(PX2) - - - r(Pmax{XiM) = r (Pm i n { A l ,A 2 }) . 
Thus, 
r(Pmin{xux2}) = T(PM AQA 2) = r (P r a i n { A l i A 2 } ) . 
Hence, 
PAl A g A 2 = Pm i n { A l ,A 2 } (4.2) 
We have thus shown that {P\,Q\ : A e A} is closed under the lattice operations and hence, 
is the lattice closure of £ . • 
T h e o r e m 4 .0 .3 . Let DJl be a finite von Neumann algebra and let r be a (faithful, normal) 
trace on 9JT. Let P and Q be projections of trace half in 9fl, satisfying 
PVQ = I and hence, PAQ = 0. 
Let £ i = {P\ : A € A}, £2 = {P^ : /x € A} where A, A are lattices, be lattices in 2R, both 
lattices closed in the strong operator topology, / \ A g A PA = 0, V/ASA ^ = P> A/*eA ^ = P> 
V g^-Pu = I- Note that A, A are necessarily complete lattices. Let £ be the lattice generated 
by £1, £2 andQ. Then, 
£ = { ( P A V Q ) A P / i : A € A , / i € A } . 
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We first state and prove a lemma. 
L e m m a 4 .0 .1 . Assume the conditions of theorem 4-0.3. Given Ai, A2 € A,fx\,/j,2 G A, 
1. r ( P w V Q ) = r ( P w ) - j 
2. r ( (P A l V Q) A PM1) = r (P A l ) + r{P^) - ± 
5. (PAl V Q ) A P W = P A I V ( Q A P M I ) 
* ((**, V Q ) A P W ) A ((PA2 V Q) A P w ) = (Pm i n { A l ,A 2 } V Q) A Pm i n { M l ,M 2 } 
5. (PAl V Q) A PM1) V ((PA2 V Q) A PM2) = (Pma*{Al ,A2} V Q) A 
Prw/ . For (1), note that 
r (PA J 1VQ) = T(P/11) + r ( Q ) - T ( P / t l V Q ) = r ( P w ) + ^ - l = T ( P A i l ) - l . 
For (2), 
r ( ( P A l V Q ) A P ^ ) = r ( P A l V Q ) + r ( P w ) 
= T(PXI) + ± + T(P„) 
=
 T (P A l ) + r ( P w ) - i 
We also have, 
r ( P A l V ( Q A P ^ ) = T ( P A I ) + T ( Q A P W ) 
=
 T{PXI)+T{P^)-\ 
For (3), (PAl VQ) APW > PAl V(QAP/Ltl). And the equality follows from equality of trace. 
For (4), we first recall from note (4.1) in the proof of 4.0.2 that (PAl V Q) A (PAs V Q) = 
( P m i n ^ A ^ V Q ) . 
( ( P A l V Q ) A P w ) A ( ( P A a V Q ) A P M ) = (PAl V Q ) A ( P A 2 V Q ) A P / J 1 A PM2 
= (Pmin{Ai,A2} V Q) A P ra in{Ml,w} 
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- T - K P ^ V Q J V P ^ ) 
- 1 
- r ( ( P A l A Q A P W ) 
and the claim is proved. 
For (5), 
( (PA lVQ)AP / i l)V((PA 2VQ)AP / i 2) = (P A l V(QAP m )V(P A 2 V(QAP / J 2 ) 
= (-Pmax{Ai,A2} V Q) A ^ m a x { W ) W } 
The lemma is proved. • 
Proof, (of Theorem 4.0.3): We first show that £ as in the lemma contains {P\ : A G 
A, Q, PM : n G A}. If Px = P, noting that PvQ = I, 
(PvQ)APlt = Plt. 
And if P^ = P, noting that that PA < ( P A V Q ) A P and from 2, that, T(PXVQ)AP) = T(PX), 
(Px V Q) A P = PA. 
Finally, if PA = 0,P^ = / , 
(0VQ)A/ = Q. 
That £ is closed under the lattice operations follows from 4.0.1. 
• 
4.1 The lattice generated by a half nest and a projection 
Let 9t C B(JC) be a finite von Neumann algebra containing an SOT closed nest of projec-
tions, £o = {pt : t € [0,1]}, where for t G [0,1], r(pt) = t. Let H G 9t be a positive contrac-
tion whose point spectrum does not contain 1. Let SDT - 9t®M2(C) C S(/C)®M2(C) = B(H) 
and let (e^), 1 < i, j < 2 be a family of matrix units for M2(C). We will represent elements 
in 9Jt with 2 x 2 matrices over 91, using this system of matrix units. 
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y/H(l - H) l-H 
is a projection. Let £ be the lattice generated by the elements in {£1, Q} C 9Jt. We claim 




V 0 0 
1 0 
P i = I \Q 
0 0 
H y/H(\-H) 
\y/H(l-H) l-H J 
As in the preface to lemma(4.0.2), let Qt = Pt V Q. lemma(4.0.2) gives us that 
Z = {Pt,Qf.0<t<1-}. 
L e m m a 4 .1 .1 . Alg(£) = { Ax A3 
0 A2 
:Ai eB(K.)(i= 1,2,3) and 
y/Y^HAx^ + VT^H~A3VT^H~ = ^/HA2VT^7l 
and 
(l-pt)AlPt = 0, 0 < i < 1 }. 
Or, as an equation involving unbounded operators affiliated with a finite von Neumann 
algebra, 
2 f1 °) 1° o) 
AxjH(I-H)-i + Az = ^H(I-H)-lA2. 
Proof. If T is an operator that leaves every element in £ invariant, T in particular leaves 
A\ A3 
invariant. Thus, T can be written in the form T = | I. Because 
0 A2 
Pt 0 
of the condition that it leaves | | , where 0 < t < 1 invariant, we have 
0 0 
(l-Pt)AlPt = 0, 0 < t < 1. 
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Since T leaves Q invariant, (I — Q)TQ = 0 
I-H -y/H(l-H) ^ ( 
•y/H(\-H) H 
H VH(l - H) 
= 0 
VH(l - H) l-H 
Since we have assumed that the 1 ^ spp(H), it is easy to see that this yields us precisely, 
VT^TIAIVH + VT^HAzVT^JI = VHA2VT^U. 
Or equivalently, 
Aty/Hil-H)-^ A3 = y/H(I-H)-lA2. 




e Alg(£)}, R e m a r k 4 .1 .1 . Note that the set S = {A2 : 3A\,A% such that 
0 A2 
regarded as a subset of B((I — Pi)H) is dense in B((I — Pi)H) in the SOT. To see this, let 
Pe be the spectral projection of H corresponding to [0,1 — e]. Pe{I — H) \ptu is invertible 
as an operator in B(P
€
7i) and Pey/H(I — H) 1 \pt'H is bounded in B(Pe7i). Choose A2 = 
PeA2Pe. Let A\ = 0 and A3 = Pey/H(I — H)~lA2, which is a bounded operator satisfying 
is in Alg(£). Letting e —• 0, we see that S contains A3 = PeAzPe. We see that 
\ 0 A2 
all bounded operators in B((I — Pi)Ti) so that 3e > 0, A = PeAPe. Thus, S is SOT dense in 
. M A3 
B((I - Pi_)H). Similarly, T = {Ax : 3A2,A3 such that 
0 A2 
€ Alg(£)}, regarded 
as a subset of B{P\'H) is dense in the nest algebra Algp l W({p t : t € [0,1]}) in the SOT. 
2
 2 
L e m m a 4.1.2. £ is reflexive. 




make two simple obervations to begin the proof. Suppose P > P±. Then P 
2 
for some projection P G B((I — Pi)H). If T G Alg(£), then since P is 
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invariant under T, a simple computation gives us that 
PA2P = A2P. 
( Ax A3\ Since S = {A2 :3Ai,A3 such that G Alg(£)} is SOT dense in B((I-Pi )H), 
\ 0 A2 J 
by remark(4.1.1), we have that 
P G Lat(Alg(£)), P > Pi => P = Pi or P = / . (4.3) 
2 2 
\ 
. P 0 
Suppose P G Lat(Alg(£)), P < Pi. P can be written in the form P 2
 ' 0 0 
for 
some projection P € B(PiH). If T 
2
 ' 0 A2 
€ Alg(£), then since P is invariant 
under T, another simple computation shows us, 
PA1P = A1P. 
( M A3 , 
By remark(4.1.1), T = {Ax : 3A2,A% such that | € Alg(£)}, regarded as a 
\ 0 A2 
subset of B(Pi7i) is dense in the nest algebra AlgplW({pt : t G [0,1]}) in the SOT. Since 
{pt : £ € [0,1]} is reflexive, P — pt for some t G [0,1]. Thus, 
P G Lat(Alg(£)), P < Pi =* 3t G [0,1] | P = P t. (4.4) 
Now, if T(P) < \, Pi < P V Pi < / and by (4.3) and (4.4), 
P G Lat(Alg(£)),r(P) < 1 =• 3t G [0,1], P = Pt. (4.5) 
We next note that £ is also generated (as a lattice) by {Pi,Q V Pt : t G [0, 5]}(as Pf = 
Qt^Pi). The operator U = is a unitary and U*QU = Pi, while 
/ H y/H(l-H) ^ 
U*PiU = Q = 
\ y/H(l - H) \-H J 
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2 
. U*(QwPt)U > f/*Q£/ = Pi and if we let 
11 . ^ 
V ° n 1 
U*(QvPt)U, 
then {rt:te [0, 5]} is a nest in B((I - Pi)H). 
An identical analysis shows that 
P G Lat(Alg(£)) ,P > Q => 3t G [0, \] such that P = Q V Pt, (4.6) 
and that 
P € Lat(Alg(£)), P < Q = * P = 0 o r P = 0. (4.7) 
If P € Lat(Alg(£)), T(P) > \, then by (4.6), (4.7), 0 < T(P A Q) < ± 
P G Lat(Alg(£)), r ( P ) > i =• 3t € [0,1], P = Q t (4.8) 
Suppose r ( P ) = ±. Let, for t G [0, £]}, P f = ( P V P t) AQ. P t < Q and by (4.6), for any 
t € [0, 2], Pt = 0 or P f = Q. The map £ —* Rt is continuous(with respect to the toplogy 
given by the || • H2 on 9Jt) and has image in the set {0,Q} and hence, is constant. 
If Rt = 0 Vi G [0, i] => T ( P V P t) < i and in particular, T(P\> P i ) < \. \< r ( P i ) < 
T(P V P I ) < 5 and by the faithfulness of the trace, P = P i . 
And if P t = Q Vt G [0, £], setting i = 0, P A Q = g . r ( P A Q) = r ( P ) = £ and by the 
faithfulness of the trace, P = Q. 
Combining this with (4.5),(4.8), we have that the lattice £ — {Pt,Qt • t G [0, 5]} is 
reflexive. 
T h e o r e m 4 .1 .1 . £ is minimal reflexive. More in fact is true. If 8. is a complete lattice in 
SDT, R Q £, toen J?" Q £" = SOI. 
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Proof. Given j? as above, let S = {s € [0, ±]\QS e &} and T = {t € [0, ±]|Pt € £}. Since £ 
is complete(which is equivalent to SOT closedness) S,T are closed subsets of [0, ^ }. Let to 
be the largest element in T and let so be the smallest element in S. The figure below is a 
pictorial representation of the sublattice £. 
Q s0 I 
•—» » 
» »—• 
0 «o Pi 
2 
The lattice £ 
The proof splits into three cases. 
Case 1: so ^ 0. 
Let R = (PSQ VQ)A(I-Pi) . Note that R < (PS0VQ) = QSo and hence, R<QtVteS. 
Further, R < (I - Pi) and hence, RPt = 0 Vi € [0, £]. 
r (P) = r(PS0 v Q) + r ( l - Pi) - r(PS0 V Q V (1 - Pi)) = s0 + \ + ^ - 1 = s0 ^ 0,1. 
Thus, R is a non-trivial projection in Wl that commutes with {Pt : i G [0, ^], Qs : s € 
5}, and therefore with .8 . Thus, .ft cannot generate OT. 
Case 2: t0 < 2-
R = (1 — Pto) A Q is a non-trivial projection in OT that commutes with {Pt : t e 
T, Qs : s € [0, 5]} and hence with £. Again, .8 cannot generate 9JT. 
Case 3: so = 0 and to = 5. 
Since Pt A Qs — Pmin(S)t), setting t = io = >^ we see that if Pt A Qs G ^ then 
Pi A Qs = Ps <G J?. Thus, T D S. And since Pty Qs = Qm&xis t), setting s = s0 = 0, 
2 
if Pt e £, P t V Qo = Pt V Q = Qt e &. Thus, 5 D T. We therefore have that S = T. 
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Thus, 
&={Pt \teT, Q, PtvQ\teT}. 
Note that i e T and hence, Pi e £. Recall that, 





H y/H{\ - H) 
y/H(l - H) \-H j 
We have thus, 
& = {Pt\teT,Q} 
= {px\teT,H}"®M2(C) 
£ {pt\t € [0,1], H}"®M2{<C) 
= an". 
(as H,{pt} are free) 
In step 3 we use the fact that if 21 £ 03, £ are von Neumann subalgebras of a finite 
von Neumann algebra, and € is free from 23, then 21 * £ £ 23 * €, where we take the 
reduced free product with respect to traces on 21,23,£. 
The theorem is proved. • 
An entirely similar computation gives us a little more. 
R e m a r k 4.1.2. Let 91 C B(JC) be a finite von Neumann algebra. Let £o = {p\ : A G A} 
be an arbitrary KS lattice, with (£o) € 9t. Let H £ VI be a positive contraction whose 
point spectrum does not contain 1 and which is free from (£o) . Let 9Jt = 9t (£> M2{C) C 
B{K) <g> M2(C) = B(H) and let (&ij)i<i,j<2 be a system of matrix units for Af2(C). 
Let, for X G A, P\ = p\®e\\. Denote the lattice {P\ : A € A} in SOT by £ j . 77ie operator 
( 
Q = 
H y/H(l - H) \ 
y ^H{\ - H) \ - H J 
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is a projection. Let £ be the lattice in SOT generated by the elements in {£i,<3}. Then 
£ = {P\,P\ VQ,A G A} and £ is a KS lattice(for (£) ) isomorphicfas lattices) to the 
union of two disjoint copies of the lattice £Q with itself. 
4.2 Full nests with a trace half projection 
We begin by recalling some standard facts in free probability theory. Given a von Neumann 
probability space (9Jt,r), the distribution of an element X in m is the linear map <j> : 
C[x] —• C, given by <f>{p{x)) = r(p(X)) for any polynomial p. The following definitions were 
introduced by Voiculescu, see for instance [32]. 
Definition 4 .2 .1 . An element A in a von Neumann probability space (9Jl,r) is quarter-
circular if it is self-adjoint and has distribution given by 
r(An) = [ tnVl-t2dt for n = 0 ,1 , 2, • • • . 
Jo 
An element S € (97t, r ) is ((0,1)) semi-circular if S is self-adjoint and has distribution given 
by 
T(An)= f Fy/l-fldt forn = 0,1,2, • • • . 
And an element C € (OK, T) is ((0,1)) circular if C = Si + iS2, where S\,S2 are ((0,1)) 
free semi-circular elements. Finally, a unitary U in a von Neumann probability space is 
said to be a Haar unitary if all its moments save the zeroth one are 0, i.e r(Un) = 0 for 
n = ± l , ± 2 , - - - . 
Remark 4.2.1 . It was shown by Voiculescu in [32] that any circular element C in (9JT,r) 
has polar decomposition (inside the von Neumann algebra DJl) C = UA, where U is a Haar 
unitary, A is quarter circular and U,A are free with respect to r. 
We extend the analysis to cover the case of a full nest and a trace half projection that 
satisfies a freeness relation. Let 9T € B(K.) be a finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful 
normal trace r , with 9T satisfying the following several conditions. 
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1. 9t contains £o = {pt | 0 < t < 1}, a complete lattice(i.e SOT closed) in 9t, with 
r{pt) = t. 
2. 91 contains H, an operator with the same distribution as A2(l + A2)-1 where A is a 
quarter circular element. We see that \\H\\ = \. Note that A and hence, H, has no 
point spectrum. In particular, H is a contraction without 1 in its point spectrum. 
3. 91 contains U, a Haar unitary. 
4. The three algebras ({Pt : t € [0,1]})", ({#})" , ({U})" are free. 
Let 071 = 91 ® M2(C) C B{K) ® M2(C) = B{H) and let (e i j)i< i i<2 be a system of 
matrix units for M2(C). Let Q be the operator Q = H ® e\\ + y/H(I — H)U ® e\i + 
[/* y/H{I -H) <g> e2i + [ / * ( / - # ) [ / <8> e22. Or, in matrix form, 
[ H JH(\-H)U 
Q = 
, U*^H(l-H) U*(I-H)U 
It is easy to see that Q is a projection. Let, for t € [0, ^ ] , Pt = p^t ® e\\ a nd for s € [0, 5], 
Pi 
2 









11 0 N 
+s 
0 Pis ) 
Let £1 = {Pt : t € [0, £]}, £ 2 = { P 1 + s : s G [0, ±]}. Let £ be the lattice in 9Jt generated(as 
a lattice) by £ i , £ 2 and Q. It is easy to see that (£) is a II\ factor. 
Theorem 4.2 .1 . With the assumptions as above, £ C OT is a KS lattice for the von 
Neumann algebra £ . 
Before we give the proof of the theorem, we make some preliminary computations and 
prove a lemma and a proposition. 
By theorem(4.0.3)(apply it with projections Pi,Q), 
£ = { ( P t V Q ) A P i + s : M G [ 0 , - ] } 
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Q 
QAPi j + s , 
0 




Lemma 4.2.1. Alg(£) = { Ax A3 
0 A2 
The lattice £ 
: PtAm = Aipt for t e [0, l],ptA2pt = A2pt for t £ 
[0,1] and 
VT^HAxy/H + VY^HAzVY^H'= \fHA2s/T^H }. 
Also, the sets 




T = {A2 '• BA\,As such that 
1
 Ax A3^ 
V 0 A2 
€ Alg(£)}, 
regarded as subsets of B(Pi)H)(respectively, B((I — P\)H)) are dense in A\gPin({pt : t G 
2 2 TJ 
[0, l]})(Vespec£iue/2/, A l g ( / _ P l ) H ( { p t : t € [0,1]}); m the SOT. 
Proof. This is the same computation as in lemma(4.1.1) 
/ 
Proposit ion 4.2.1 . The projection Q = H y/H(l-H)U 
\ U*y/H(l-H) U*(1-H)U 
as in the statement of theorem(4-2.1), is the projection onto the subspace 
• 
where U, H 
Hi 
HUr) \ 
, where 77 € (/ — Pi)H, 
« J 
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where H = \/H(l — H)"1 (bounded and of norm 1). And the projection (Pt V Q) A Px+S, 




Z + HUr, 
, where £ G Ran(p2t) C PiH,r, £ Ran(p2s) C (/ - Pi)H 
I 
V " 
, we have that 
H( + y/H(l - H)Uv 
i.e. 






Comparing the first coordinates, 
y/H(l-H)Uv = {I-H)t 
Thus, 
£ = HUr,. 
Also, comparing the second co-ordinates, 
U*^H(1-H)£ + U*(l - H)UV = r, 
Thus, we get the identical equation 
£ = HUr,. 
The proof of the second assertion is similar. 
Proposition 4.2.2. £ is reflexive. 
D 
Proof. First, let P G Lat(Alg(£)), with P < Pi. P can be written in the form P 
2 
f P o\ . I Ai A3 , 
for some projection P G B(PiH). If T = | | G Alg(£), then since P 
0 0 0 A2 
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is invariant under T, a simple computation shows us, 
PAiP = AiP. 
By 4.2.1, 
S = {A\ : 3As,As such that 
(
 Ax A^ 
\ 0 A2 
e Alg(£)}, 
is dense in A\gpl7i({pt : t e [0,1]}). Since nests are reflexive, we have that there exists a t 
2 
in [0,1] such that P = pt, i.e 
P € Lat(Alg(£)) with P < Pi => Bt e [0, U such that P = Pt 
Similarly, we have that 
P € Lat(Alg(£)) with P > Pi =• 3s € [0, h such that P = P1+s 
2 4 2 
Let P e Lat(Alg(£)). P A Pi = Pt for some i € [0, ±] and P V Pi = Ps+1 for some s G 
[0, i] . We claim that P = (PtVQ)A Ps+i. 
Let P = ( P ( V Q ) A P., i. Then, P A Pi = Pt and P V Pi = P,, i. 
S + 2 2 2 S + 2 
Decompose the Hilbert space H as 
H = PtH® (Pi - Pt)H e (P i + S -Pi)H®{I- Pi+S)H. 
Choose a set of partial isometries between the components, which will allow us to write 
each operator in B(H) as a 4 x 4 matrix. In particular, 
f r o n 0 » 
P = 
1 0 0 
0 K ^K{I-K)U 0 
0 U*y/K(I-K) C 0 
0 0 0 0 
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( I 0 0 0 ^ 
0 L y/L(I-L)V 0 
0 V*sjL{I-L) D 0 
0 0 0 0 
where K,L do not have 1 in their point 
spectra, C, D do not have 0 in their point spectra, y/K(I — K)U, \/L{I — L)V are polar 
decompositions and 
C-C2 = U*K{I - K)U 
D-D2 = V*L(I - L)V 
Any element T G Alg(£), can be written in the form, T = 
Since T leaves P and P invariant, we get 
(4.9) 
( A\ A\ M 4 \ 
0 A\ A% A\ 
V 
0 0 A\ A\ 
0 0 0 A2, J 
(I - K)A\y/K(l-K)U + (I - K)A\C = s/K{I - K)UA\C 
(I - L)A\y/L(I-L)V + {I- L)A\D = ^L(I - L)VAl2C 
Now, from remark(4.1.1), it follows that we may choose a net (Ta)Q6i(with Ta bounded) 
with (Pi - Pt)TQ | ( P l _P ( ) W ->SOT 0 and ( P i + S - Pi)Ta \,P _ P I ) W - ^ S O T /• In the limit, 
2 2 2 2 2+s ^ 
we get, 
[A\ - y/K{I-K)-W\ C = 0 
(A\ - s/L(I-L)-ty\ D = 0 
Since K, L do not have 1 in their point spectra and C, D do not have 0 in their point 
spectra, 
A\ = y/K{I-K)~W = y/L{I - L)~W. 
Hence, ^/K{I-K)-XU = y/L{I-L)~W and therefore, K = L and U = V. 
C, D may have 1 in their point spectra, but not 0. From (4.9), C — C2 = D- D2. Thus, 
C = D. We conclude that P = P and £ is reflexive. • 
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Proof, (of theorem (4.2.1)) The proof will split into three cases. 
Case 1: {Pi,Q} G 3 
If P = (Pt V Q) A Pi ,, G £, then P A Pi = P t G £ and P V Pi = P i + S G R. Let 
2"*" 2 2 2 T 
T = { i : P t G ^ } c [ 0 , i ] a n d 5 - { S : P i + s G ^ } C [0,±]. {0, i } C T,S C [0,£]. If 
T = S = [0, 5], then j? = £ and .8 is not a strict sublattice. Assume without loss of 
generality that T ^ [ 0 , j ] . 
^ C { P ( : i G T , P i + s : S € [ 0 , i ] , Q } . 
Denote A\ = {{Pt : t 6 T})" and .42 = ({Pt : t € [0, £]})". (-4i £ ^2)- Denote 
















H y/H(l ~ H) 
\ ^H{\ - H) (1-H) 
where Ai and UBU* are now free. It is easy to see that this algebra is equal to 
M2(C)®{Ai,UBU*,H}. 
Thus, if {Pi,Q} GJ?, 
2 
(£)" = Af2(C) ® M i * B * {#}"} g M2(C) <g> {.42 * 6 * {#}"} = (£)", (4.10) 
as „4i C^  .42. 
Case 2: Q £ R 
Since we assume that 8. is strongly closed, there are so,to, with {so,*o} £ [0, \\ such 
that ^ C { ( P [ V Q ) A P\+s \s < soort>to}. Denote the latter lattice by £1. 
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It is easy to see that 





The lattice £i 
By (4.2.1), the projection Q V Pt0 is the projection onto the subspace 
Z + HUrj , 
Hi = | | * € Ran(P t 0) 
V 
And the projection Q A Pi+S0 is the projection onto the subspace 
Hi 
#[/r? 
77 G Ran(pso) 
/ 
An operator T that commutes with .ft may be written in the form 
Ti 0 
0 T2 
T 1 ( l - p t o ) ^ { / - ( l - p t o ) J f f C / T 2 = 0 
r^t/^,, - F[/Psor2 = 0 
where Ti,T2 commute with {pt : t G [0, - ]} 
(4.11) 
Let us denote C = # [ / . By remark(4.2.1), C is a circular element. Let C 




\ < \ 
commutes with D 
0 C 
(c'y 0 y 
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If T further commutes with D 
' 0 C^ 
C* 0 
, then {$)" = (£)" . We will show that 
there is an operator T that commutes with D but not D. 
Pt 0 
Let A = 
0 ps 
t,s G [0, A] , which is abelian. Let Si , 52 be two semicir-
5i C 
cular elements free from C as well as {pt : t G [0, Aj}. Let 5 = I * | . Then, 
^ C* S2 
( 
5 is a semicircular element free from A [33]. Let S = 
that (S,A)" 2 (S' ,A)", which will prove our theorem. 
Si C 
\ (c'Y s2 
. We will show 
By enlarging £ i if necessary, assume that to = 1 — so = ^ for some n € N. Write 
the Hi factor (£)" = 9Ki <g> M2n(C) for a II\ factor 9JTi. Choose a system of matrix 
units (ey)i<jj<2n f° r ^2n(C) , with X^i"eM = -^  a n ^ e^ G .4 for 1 < i < 2n. We 
write elements in (£) as 2ra x 2n matrices over 9Jti. Choose a self-adjoint generator 
A for .4.. With this identification, A = diag(dj)i<j<2n and S = (sy)i<i,j<2n- with 
{«u, 1 < * < 2ra} semicircular, {s^, 1 < i < j < 2n} circular, s^ = s*i; 1 < i,j < In 
and the elements {di : 1 < i < 2n, Sjj : 1 < i < j < 2re} free. 
Let Si2 = Ui2U2, for 1 < i < 2n, be the polar decompositions. U22 = I and the 
elements Ui2,i ^ 2 are Haar unitaries. Let U = diag(uj2)i<«<2n- Then, 
U*AU = diag(tt*2^tit2)i<t<2n 






w 32 s 31 w 12 








U o _ r i S O n Q t l o r , 
• • U l2 s l , 2n«2n ,2 
•"22s2,2nW2„,2 
•"3,2s3,2nW2n,2 
Mn_ nSO», 1 n « L 
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Then we have {(U*AU){i,i),(U*SU)(i,i),(U*SU){i,j) where 1 < i < j < 2n} are 
a family of An2 + 1 free elements (with (U*SU)(i,i) semicircular and (U*SU)(i,j) 
circular). 
It is easy to see that U*AU contains the diagonal matrix units (eu(l <i< 2n). Also, 
the polar part of euU*SUe22 is e^. Since e^ = e^e*^, we see that ({U*AU, U*SU}) 
contains all the matrix units. Therefore, 
({U*AU,U*SU})" = M2n(({(U*AU)(i,i),(U*SU)(i,j)})"). 
Let X = {{i,j} : 1 < i,j < 2n,{i,j} ^ {l,2n} or {2n, 1}}. In identical fashion, we 
see that, 
({U*AU,U*s'U})" = M2n(({(U*AU)(i,i),(U*SU)(i,j) : {i,j} e l } ) " ) . 
Thus, 
// , „/ ,
 v // (S,A) 3(S,A) 
We have shown, thus, 
-." ^" If Q £&, theni? £ £ (4.12) 
Case 3: Pi £ £ 
2 
In identical fashion to Case 2, we can prove that, 
// // If Pi i £, then £ £ £ (4.13) 
By (4.10)), (4.12), (4.13), the proof is complete. • 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let £Q = {px : \ e A} be a KS lattice and Z\ - {pt : t G S C [0,1]} an 
50T closed nest, both in a finite von Neumann algebra 9t. Le£ OTi = 0^  * LF2 and let U, H 
be respectively, a haar unitary and an element with the same distribution as A2(l + A 2 ) - 1 , 
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where A is quarter-circular and so that U, H are free and free from 911. Let SOT = 91® M2(C) 
H y/H{\ - H)U 
and let (eij)\<i j<2. Let Q be the projection, Q — | . Let 
U*y/H{\-H) U*{\-H)U 
£ C OT be the lattice generated by {p\ <g> e n , e n ®pt ® &niQ '• A € A,i € S). Then, £ is a 
KS lattice for £ , isomorphic (as lattices) to £o x £ 1 . 
Proof. Denote p\ <g> e n by P\ and en ®Pt ® ^22 by Pt- Denote e n by P. By (4.0.3), 
2={PxvQ)APt:\e\,teS} 
By an identical computation as in (4.2.2), £ is reflexive. Suppose R is a strict sublattice, 
then we have three cases. 
Case 1: P,Q <E R. Then R = {(PA V Q) A Pt : A € A,t € T } for subsets A , T of A ,5 and one 
of them is a strict subset. The proof is now exactly as in case 1 of the proof of (4.2.1). 
Case 2: Q £ R. We claim that there are elements Ao € A, so € S so that R £ {(P\ V Q) A Pt : 
A € A, i G T with A > Ao or s < so}. 
For each s € 5 , let 
Bs = min(A : (PA V Q) A P t) € £ ) . 
We note that the map i —> Bt is increasing(as a map between directed sets <S, A). 
Since Q <£ R and ^ is SOT closed, there is a so such that for s > SQ, Q A Pi+S £ R-
{PBS V Q) A PSo is an element in R and for any element (PA V Q) A Ps in R, with 
* > so, ((PBso VQ)APS0)A((PXVQ)APS) = (Pmin(BS0 ,A)Vg)APS0 . By the definition 
of Bso, we must have that Bso < A. Therefore, Bs > Bso for s > so- i.e, 
If (PA V Q) A Ps 6 R then s < s0 or A > Bso 
Therefore, R is a sublattice of {Q A Pi+SQ,Q V BS0,P\,\ € A , P i + ( , s G 5 } . 
The proof now is exactly the same as in Case 2 in the proof of (4.2.1). 
Case 3: The proof is exactly as in the preceding case. 
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Definition 4.2.2. Maximal join: Let £o C ^o, £1 C 9ti be two KS lattices, with 
(*yij,Ti)(z = 0,1) finite von Neumann algebras. Let 91 = 91o * OTi * LF2, choose U,H, re-
spectively, a haar unitary and an element with the same distribution as A (I + A) , 
where A is quarter-circular and so that (£0) , (£0) 1U, H} are free with respect to the 
trace on 9t. Let 371 = 0T (g> M2CC) and let {eii)\<ij<2- Let Q be the projection, Q — 
' H yjH{l-H)U 
Let £ C QJt be the lattice generated by {p\®e\\,e\\® 
I U*^/H{\-H) U*{1 - H)U 
Pt <S> e22,Q : A G A,£ G S}. We call £ the maximal join of £0 and £1 or MaxJoin(£o,£i) . 
It is easy to see that £ = £0 X £\(as lattices). 
Definition 4.2.3. Let 61 denote the Volterra nest. Inductively, define 
6n = MaxJo in (e„_ i ,© n _i ) , 6 „ C 9Jtn. 
When n = 2, this is just the lattice of theorem(4.2.1). 
Theorem 4.2.3. For every n > 1, &n C 9Kn is a KS lattice and ( S n ) = LFTn, where 
ri = l and rn = 1 + ~ - . 
Proof. Theorem(4.2.1) shows that 62 C 9#2 is a KS lattice. We shall give the proof for 
63 C 9JI3 and it will be clear that the same arguments will work for S n : n > 4. 
For the rest of the proof, fix n = 3. As in the proof of the previous theorem, let denote 
en by P. Any element in £0 is indexed by t,s G [0, ^}. Let us write 
£0 = {P(t,s):t,se[0,^} 
The lattice operations are 
P(t,s) V P ( t ' , s ' ) = P(max(t ,* ' ) ,max(s,s ' ) ) 
P ( i , s) A P(t',s) = P(mm(t,t), min(s, s')) 
Similarly, we may represent 
£ 1 = { P ( i , s ) : t , s € [ 0 , - ] , 
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with 
R(t, s) V R(t , s ) = R(m&x(t, t ), max(s, s )) 
R(t, s) A i?(i , s ) = i?(min(/:, £ ), min(s, s )) 
Also, 
T(P(t,s)) = T(R(t,s) = t + s-± 
By theorem(4.0.3), and reparamterizing, 
£={{P(t,s)vQ)AR(t1,s1) : s ,Mi,*i € [0,-]} 
so that, if (P(t, s) V Q) A R(t\,si) G £, 
T ( ( P ( ( , S ) V Q ) A72(*i,si) = t + a + ti + «i 
Denote the element (P(t,s) V Q) Ai?(£i,si) by P(t,s,t ,s ). With this parameterization, 
Q = P{0A\,\) P = P(\,\,0,0) 
And the lattice operations become, 
P(t,s,ti,si) V P(t ,s,t1,s1) = P(m&x(t,t ),max(s,s ),max(ti,t1),max(si, s j ) 
P(t,s,ti,s\) A P(t ,s ,ti,si) = P(min(t,t ),min(s,s ),min(ti,ti), min(si,s1)) 
The proof of the reflexivity of £ is exactly the same as that in proposition(4.2.2). For 
minimality, let ^ be a strict sublattice. The proof splits into three cases, 
Case 1: P,Q € R. 
The proof that (£)" Q (£) is exactly as in Case 1 in the proof of theorem(4.2.1). 
Also see proof of Case 1 in theorem(4.2.2). 
Case 2: Q £ M. We will use the symbol <p to denote the partial order on [0, \\ x [0, \\, given 
by (a,b) <p (c,d) if a < b and c < d, where a, b, c, d, € [0, £]. 
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As above, Q = P(0,0, | , ^). Since Q £ M, we may find an e > 0 so that for any 
P(a, b, c, d) G £, if (a, 6,) <p (e, e), then (1 — e, 1 — e) <£p (c, d). Let 
co = max{c : 3a, b, d with 0 < a, 6 < e, d e [0, - ] such that P(o, 6, c, d) € £}. 
And similarly, let 
do = max{d : 3a, 6, c with 0 < a, 6 < e, c G [0, - ] such that P(a, b, c, d) e £}. 
It is easy to see that one co,do is less than 1 — e. Assume without loss of generality 
that co < 1 — e. Therefore, for any P(a,b,c,d) € £, 
If (a,b) <P(e,e), then c < 1 - e (4.14) 
Let S = {P(a,b,c,d) : P(a,b,c,d) e £ and c > 1 - e } . 
If 5 = {0}, then 3 C {P(a, 6, c, d) : c < 1 - e} (4.15) 
Assume next that 5 is non-empty. Let 7] = {P(a,b,c,d) : c > 1 — e,a < e} and 
72 = {P(a, b,c,d) : c > 1 — e,b < e}. If both of T\ and 72 are non-empty, picking 
P{a\,b\,c\,d\) in 7i and P(a2,62^2^2) in 72, we see that 
P(ai,bi,ci,di)AP(a2,b2,C2,d2) = P(min(a1,a2),min(6i,62),min(ci, c2), min(di,d2)). 
Denoting the latter by P(a, b, c, d), we see that a < e, 6 < e, c > 1—e, which contradicts 
(4.14). 
Therefore, one of 7],72, say T\ must be empty. Therefore, for any P(a,b,c,d) € £, if 
a < e, then c < 1 — e. We have, 
If S^ {</>}, t h e n £ c {P(a,b,c,d) : a > e or c < 1 - e} (4.16) 
From now on, the proof is exactly as in Case 2 of the proof of theorem(4.2.1). 
Case 3: The proof is exactly as in the preceding case. 
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For the second assertion, note that ( 6 n ) = M 2 ( S n - i *LFi) and by Voiculescu's matrix 
formula, 
2r„_i + 1 - 1 , , r„_i 
»» = 1 + = l + - 2 ~ 
D 
Remark 4.2.2. The lattice S „ is isomorphic to [0, l]2™ , for n > 2, where the join and 
meet on [0, l ] 2 " is the co-ordinate wise max and min. 
Remark 4.2.3. A technical condition on lattices: Let £ be a lattice of projections in 
a finite vna (9Jt,r). We say that the lattice satisfies condition F if, for any e > 0, there are 
projections Q, (P\)\£\, with T(Q) < e SO that that for any projection P in £, either P < Q 
or P > P\ for some A G A. 
Notice that nests as well as each of the lattices 6n constructed above satisfy property F. 
It is easy to see that if £ has property F and 8. is any other lattice, £ x .8 has property F 
as well. 
The utility of property F comes from the following observation: Let PQ and Pi denote 
the infima and suprema of the elements in £ , and QQ and Q\ respectively the infima and 
suprema of all the elements in R. Suppose Z\ is a sublattice of £ x R, then one of the 
following holds 
Case 1: Both (PQ,QI) and (Pi,Qo) belong to £\ 
Case 2: {PQ,QI) does not belong to £ i . There there exist P € £ and Q 6 ^ such that for any 
(P, Q) e £ x R, either P>PorQ<Q. 
Case 3: (PI,QQ) does not belong to £i. There there exist P G £ and Q 6 ^ such that for any 
(P, Q) G £ x &, either P<P orQ>Q. 
A consequence of this is that the maximal join of two KS lattices is again KS as long as 
one of the lattices satisfies property F. 
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4.3 Minimal Joins 
Let {pt}t£{o,i\ be a lattice of projections onto a nest and U a free self-adjoint unitary of 
trace 0 in a finite von Neumann algebra (9t, r) C B(IC), satisfying r(pt) — t(t G [0,1]). Let 
qt = UptU*(t e [0,1]). Then, it is easy to see that ({pt})", ({it})" are free with respect 
to the trace r. Let SOT = <tt <g> M2(C) C B(fC) <g> M2(C) = B(H) and let (eij)i<ij<2 be the 







Let £ 0 = {(Pt VQ)A Pi+S, 0 < t, s < ^}. Then, proposition(4.2.2) shows that £0 is a 
reflexive lattice. This lattice is not minimal, but we will extract a minimal lattice from £o. 
Theorem 4.3.1. £ = {(Pt V Q) A P1+s, 0 < s < t < ±} is KS with respect to (£)" C 
SOT C B(H). 
Q I Q I 
Q A P l x . l (^V(QAPH , ) 
The lattice £o 
P J 
2 ' P i 
The lattice £ 2 
The above lattice £o is not minimal generating. To see this, we note that any self-adjoint 
T 0 
operator T commuting with {Pt} may be written as T , where T commutes 
0 S 
with {pt} in B(PiH) and S commutes with {qt} in B((I - Pi)H). We note that Q is the 
projection onto the subspace { | | : 77 € (I — Pi)7i}. We note that we have the following 
V 
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range identities, for s,t € [0, A], 
Ran(P t V Q) 
t + V 
: £ e R a n ( p 2 t ) c PiH,r] e (I - Pi)H 
2 2 
R a n ( Q A P i + s ) 
R a n ( ( P t v Q ) A P i + s ) 
V 
:ZePiH,Tie Ran(9 2 s) C (J - P i )W 
2 2 
: £ € Ran(p2t) C PiH,r] e Ran(<?2s) C (/ - Pi )H 
2 2 
I f T : 
T 0 
0 5 
is self-adjoint and commutes with (Pt V Q) A Pi+S, we see that 
T 0 
0 S 
t+V \ IS+V 
where £,<<; e Ran(p2f),r?,7? S Ran(«2s) 
Thus, 
,.' ' 
ST; = r/ 
The second equation is satisfied because S commutes with qt. And we have 
Tt + (T-S)r, = t' 
Since T commutes with pt, we have that 
(1 - P2t)(T - S)qit = 0 (4.17) 
If we let £ = {(t, s),t > ^ V s > 5}, £ E is generated (as a lattice) by {Pt,0 < t < 
1, Q V P i , Q A P3} . The above computations give us 
4 4 
(I-Pi)(T-S) = 0&(T-S)(I-pi) = 0 
(T-S)qi = 0 
T h u s , ( T - 5 ) ( ( / - p i ) v < 7 i ) = 0 = ( T - S ) 
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In the last step we use that (I — pi) V q\) = 7, which is true because p\ and q\ are free. 
2 2 2 2 
Thus, T = S and f commutes with Q as well. Thus, ( £ £ ) " = (£ 0 ) " . 
Also, 
, Ax A3 | 
Alg(££) = { I } with i4i.i42.i4a satisfying 
0 i42 j 
{I-Pt)Aipt=0 
(I - qt)A2qt =0 
(/ - p i ) ( i 4 i + i43 - i42) =(i4i + A3 - A2)9 i = 0 
While, 
Alg(£o) = { 
y 0 A2 j 
We see that 
} with Ax, A2, A3 satisfying 
(I - pt)Axpt =0 
(I-qt)A2qt=0 
(Ax + A3 - A2) = 0 
' 0 pi(I-qi) , 
5 2
 I e Alg(£ f) \ Alg(£0). Thus, £ 0 is not a KS lattice. 
0 0 V 
R e m a r k 4 .3 .1 . Recall that given (t, s), (t , s ) 6 [0, ^] x [0, ^ ] , 
max((i, s), (i , s )) = (max(£, t ), max(s, s )) 
and 
min((t, s), (i , s )) = (min(i, £ ), min(s, s )). 
Let £ C [0, 5] x [0, j ] 6e c/osed under max and min. T/ien £^ = {(Pt V<3) A P i + s : (i, s) G £} 
is reflexive. The proof is exactly as in the previous paragraph. 
R e m a r k 4.3.2. The lattice £ E „ , where En = {(£, s), (t—s) > —^} generates 9JI as well(and 
is reflexive by the remark above). 
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Lemma 4.3.1. Let 8 £ £ be a strict sublattice. Then (8)" CJ (£)" 
Proof. It is easy to see that it is enough to prove this for lattices 8 of the form 8 
{(Pt V Q) A Qs, t>t0 or s < s0, s0 < t0}. Pictorially, 
to 
The lattice 8 
Fix s0 < t0. The lattice 8 is generated by {Pt,Q V Pto,Q A Pi : t € [0, ±]}. Since 
so < to, (<72s0 V (I — P2t0) < I- By the computations above, if T self-adjoint commutes with 
T 0 1 
, where T commutes with {pt} in B(PiH), S commutes with {qt} in 8, T 
0 S J 
B((I - Pi )H) and (/ -
 P2t0)(T - S) = q2so(T - S) = 0. ie 
( ( / - P 2 t o ) V 9 2 8 0 ) ( r - 5 ) = 0 
We must show that we can pick T, S satisfying the equation above such that T ^ S. 
The algebra generated by {pt} and <72SO is a factor and so is {pt,qt} , we may find T € 
{Pt,q2s0}' \ {pt,qt}' so that T((I-p2t0) Vq>2s0)° and T £ {pi,<?t}'. Let 5 be 0. We see that 
lies in Si \ £,' and thus, (8)" Q (£)". D T = T 0 
0 0 
To complete the proof, it is thus enough to show that £ generates SOT = M2(LF2). 
Theorem 4.3.2. £ generates 9Jt. 
T 0 
Proof. If a self-adjoint operator T commutes with £, we have that T = [ | where 
\ ° S 
T,S commute with {pt},{qt} respectively and 
(I - pt){T - S)qt = 0 0 < t < 1 
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Let us write R = U*SU. Noting that pt = U*qtU, we have that R commutes with pt 
and thus, for t e [0, ^], 
(1 -
 P2t)(T - URU*)UP2tU* = 0 
=* T(l -p2t)Up2t - (1 -p2t)Up2tR = 0 
Therefore, 
T(l - pt)tfpt = (1 - pt)UptR 0<t<l 
By the Putnam-Fuglede theorem[10, Chapter 6], noting that U is a self-adjoint unitary, 
TptU(l-pt)=PtU(l-pt)R 0 < t < 1 
We see that if s > t, 
T(l - ps)Upt = (1 - p s ) r ( l - pt)C/pt = (1 - p.)(l - pt)C^Pti2 = (1 - Ps)UptR (4.20) 
And similarly, if s < t, 
TptU{\-ps) = ptU{\-ps)R (4.21) 
Let U0 = 0, Ux = U -piUpx -(I-piWil-pi) and 
2 2 2 2 
2" 
^n = ^ ~ Z > A - P ^ l ) ^ ( P ' ~ P ^ ) 
i = l 
t/i f/2 ^3 
We see that \\U - Un\\ < \\YT=I(P^ -Pi^WiP-^ ~ Pi=^)\\ ^ 1 a n d t h u s l l^ll < 2-
We also have, by (4.20),(4.21) that TUn = UnR and it is checked that Un ->WOT U. Thus, 





and f commutes with Q. Thus, (£) = (£Q) , i.e. £ 
generates 9Jt. 
Therefore, £ is a KS lattice for 93? = M2{LF2) ^ LF1.25. D 
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CHAPTER 5 
TENSOR PRODUCTS AND DIRECT SUMS OF 
KADISON-SINGER ALGEBRAS 
Tensor products and direct sums 10 pages 
T h e o r e m 5.0.3. Let 9311 and 93t2 be two von Neumann algebras and let 9311 C 2lj C B(H\) 
anddXl2 C 2l2 C #(W2) be Kadison-Singer algebras. Let H = Hi©W 2 . Then the algebra 21 C 
/ Bi B(H2,"HX) 
B(Hi®H2) givenby% = 2li|Wlffi2l2 |W2ffiPKlB(Wi©W2)PW2, *-e. 51 = 
^ 0 2l2 J 
is a Kadison-Singer algebra with diagonal 3311 ©93t2. 
Proof. It is easy to see that Lat(Sl) = {P\ © 0W2, IHl © <?M : P\ € Lat(Sli), Q^ € Lat(2l2)}. 
If £ £ Lat(2l), then there are reflexive sublattices £ i , £ 2 of Lat(2lj), Lat(2l2) respectively, 
one of them a strict sublattice so that £ = {P\ ,QM : P\ G Lat(2li),QAi e Lat(2l2)}. Then, 
(£) = (Lat(Bi)) © (Lat(2i2)) £ (£) . Thus, £ is a Kadison-Singer lattice and 21 is a 
Kadison-Singer algebra. Also, 
(£) ' = (Lat(2li))' © (Lat(2l2))' = OTi ©93?2. 
The theorem is proved. D 
Let 9311 and 93T2 be two von Neumann algebras and let 93? 1 C 2li C B{H\) and 93t2 C 
2l2 C S(7Y2) be Kadison-Singer algebras. Let £1 and £ 2 be the associated Kadison-Singer 
lattices. 
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T h e o r e m 5.0.4. IfWli £ 2lj £ B(Jii)(i = 1,2), then the spatial tensor product 2li<g>2l2 is 
not a Kadison-Singer algebra. 
Proof. Given two lattices £ C B(H),& C B{K), let £ ® & denote the lattice in B(H <g> K.) 
generated by { P <g> IJC,IH® Q '• P € Z,Q € &}. The question of when we may have the 
equality 
A l g ( £ ® ^ ) = Alg(£)®Alg(i?) 
has been extensively studied and is called the ATPF(Algebra tensor product formula). 
This question is the non-selfadjoint version of Tomita's double commutant theorem for 
von Neumann algebras. Kraus[17] showed that the formula may fail even when one of the 
algebras on the left hand side is a von Neumann algebra. For Kadison-Singer algebras for 
which the ATPF is invalid, we have immediately that the tensor product is not Kadison 
Singer. However, the following simple argument shows that the validity or the invalidity of 
the ATPF is unnecessary for our theorem. 
Assume first that both 211 and 2I2 are nest algebras. Then, it is easy to see that 211 <g>2l2 
is a CSL algebra that is not a nest algebra. And in view of remark (2.0.2), 2li®2l2 cannot 
be a Kadison-Singer algebra. 
Therefore, we may assume that one of 2li, 2I2 is not a nest algebra. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that 211 is not a nest algebra. Now, it is easy to see that 
(2li®2l2) n (2li®2l2)* = OTi®OT2 
It is clear that 
2li®2i2 C Alg(£i ® £ 2) 
And that 
(£1 ® £2)" = S0Ti®S0?2 
By the assumptions in the theorem, we may find a projection PQ G £1 , so that Po is not 
order comparable with every element in £1 . We may also pick Qo G £2, Qo 7^  0 or i ^ 2 . Let 
£3 denote the lattice generated by 
S = {P®Qo : P € £1}U{P®/V/®Qo : P € £i}U{P0®Q : Q € £ 2 } u { / ® Q v P 0 ® / : Q 6 £ 2 } . 
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We claim that 
Claim 1 (£3)" = 9Ki®OT2 
Claim 2 Alg(£3) 2 Alg(£i ® £2) 2 211 ® 2l2 
Proof of Claim 1: Let P € £ j . It is easy to see that 
P®I = P®IVl®Q0-\-P®QQ-I®Q0 
And since each of the projections on the right hand side belong to (£3) , so does 
P®I. 
AndifQe£ 2 , 
I®Q = I®QvPo<S>I + Po®Q-Po®I 
And thus, I®Q belongs to (£3) as well. Thus, 
(£3)" C (£1 ® £2)" 
= ani®«m2 
C ( { P ® / , / < g > Q : P € £ i , Q € £ 2 } ) " 
c (£3)" 
Claim 1 is proved. 
Proof of Claim 2: Let ^ be the lattice generated by {P ® Q0 : P G £1} U {P ® / V / ® Q0 : 
P e £ i } . And let £2 be the lattice generated by {P0®Q : Q € £2} U{/<g> Q VP0<g>7 : 
<5 e £ 2 } . We note that 
Alg(£3) = Alg(^1)nAlg(^2) 
Any projection in R\ is comparable with I <g> Qo and it is easy to see that 
(/ ® Q0)B(H ® /C)(/ ® / - / ® Qo) = (I ® Qo)#(ft ® /C)(/ ® (/ - Q0)) e Alg(^i) 
Similarly, noting that every projection in £2 is comparable with Po ® /, 
(P0 ® /)B(H ® K)(I ® / - Po <8> /) = (Po ® /)B(W ® /C)((/ - P0)"® /) € Alg(£2) 
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Thus, 
(P0 ® Qo)B{H ® £ ) ( ( / - P0) ® (/ - Qo)) € Alg(£i) n Alg(J?2) 
By the choice of Po, there is a projection P e £1 such that P, Po are incomparable. 
Thus, neither ( / ® I - P <g> I ) (P 0 ® <?0) nor ( ( / - P0) ® ( I - Qo)){P ® / ) are zero. 
Therefore, 
( / ® / - P ® I ) (P 0 ® Qo)B(H ® /C)((/ - P0) ® (/ - Q0))(P ® I) ^ 0 
And 
(Po ® Qo)£(W ® £ ) ( ( / - Po) ® (/ - Qo)) £ Alg(£i ® £2) 
Therefore, 
Alg(£3) 2 Alg(£i ® £2) 
and the assertion is proved. 
n 
R e m a r k 5.0.3. / / 9H C 21 C B{7i) is a Kadison-Singer algebra, then 21 ® B(K.) is a 
Kadison-Singer algebra with diagonal dJl<S>B(K.). This follows from the easy observation 
that any reflexive algebra containing I®B{K,) splits as a tensor product 25 ® B(fC). 
In what follows, we suggest a version of the tensor product for a class of Kadison-Singer 
algebras. Given OTj C 21; C B(Hi)(i — 1,2), we will construct a canonical Kadison-Singer 
algebra 21 from 2li,2l2, with diagonal 9Jti®9Jt2-
T h e o r e m 5.0.5. Let 9Jt; C 21; C B(Hi)(i = 1,2) be Kadison-Singer algebras with associated 
KS lattices Z\ = {p\ : A € A}, £2 = {p^ : // € A } , where £1 is totally ordered and £2 
is arbitrary. Let K. = Hi ® "Hi- Let B(H) = B{1C) ® M2CC) and (ey)i=i,2 a system of 
matrix units in M2(C). Define P\ = p\ ® en(A G A), P^ = en + p^ ® e22 and Q = 
- ( e n + e22 + ei2 + e2i). Note that Q is a projection. Also denote en by P i . In matrix 





I 0 \ I I 0 
^i = \ Q 
o
 Pli I 2 loo 
/ I 
Then the lattice £ generated by {P\,P/j,,Q : A G A,// G A} is a KS lattice. 
Proof. By theorem(4.0.3), 
£ = {(PA V Q) A P,, : AG A,/zG A} 
An identical computation to proposition(4.2.2) shows that £ is reflexive. 
Let ^ be a strict sub-lattice. There are three cases: 
Case 1: Pi and Q are in £. Then there are sublattices £ i , £ 2 of £i ,£2 such that 
2 
A = {{Px V Q) A P„ : px G £'i,p„ G £'2'} 
We see that 
(£)" = M2((£'1)"®(£i)") $ Af2(*mi®OTa) = (£)" 
Case 2: Q does not belong to R. By arguments similar to Case 2 of theorem(4.2.3), we see 
that there exist Ao G A, /xo G A such that 
£ £ {(ft V Q) A PM : A G A, n G A, A > A0 or /z < /x0} 
By the computations of (4.11), any operator T that commutes with 8. can be written 
1
 I \ 0 \ 
where in the form T 
V 0 T2 
a) Ti commutes with {p\ : A G A} 
b) T2 commutes with {p^ : \i G A} 
c) ( / - P A o ) ( T 1 - T 2 ) = 0 
d) (Tt - T 2 )^ 0 = 0. 
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Since £1 and £ 2 commute, (I - pXo) A ^ 0 = {I -p\0)p^0 and T((I - pXo) Ap w ) = 
r(I ~ P\0)T(Pw)- Therefore, 
T({I-P\0) Vp w ) = T{I - PA0) + T(PM) - T((I - pXo) Ap w ) 
= 1 - T(P\0) + r(pM) - (1 - T{PXO))T(PM) 
= 1 - T(PAO)(1 ~ r(*Vo)) 
< 1 
Thus, (/ — p\0) Vp^0 is a non-trivial projection. ( (I-p\0)VPw 0 \ is an operator in (£) . Note that if an o o) 
I Ti 0 1 , 
operator is in (£) , then T\ = T%. Thus, T is a operator in (£) \ (£) V ° r= ^ 
and £ is not generating for M2(OT). 
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